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Preface

This note finds its origin in my Master's thesis, which was prepared at the Eindhoven University

of Technology between September 1986 and May 1987 (and which carries the same title, actu

ally).

The major part of this thesis is included here without change; only Sections 3.2 through 3.5 have

been modified in order to obtain a much clearer termination argument for the algorithm(s) under

consideration, and to improve the correctness proof for the circularity detection method intro

duced in Section 3.3 (which is actually the same method as used - but not justified - by Jalili in

[Ja183]).

Also one section containing some preliminary ideas about the improvements mentioned above

(originally included in Chapter 4) could then be omitted.

Finally I would like to mention that my working (at my Master's thesis as well as at the adapta

tion) was supervised by Prof.dr. F.E.J. Kruseman Aretz and Dr.ir. C. Hemerik, to who I am

indebted for that.

Eindhoven, February 1988 Jos Marcelis
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o. Introduction

0.0. Motivation

The concept of an attribute grammar as it is commonly used nowadays was introduced by O.E.

Knuth in [Knu68]. In broad outline, an attribute grammar (AG) is obtained from a context-free

grammar (CFG) by associating a number of attributes with each of the nonterminal symbols, and

associating a number of so-called semantic rules with each of the production rules of the CFG.

Attributes are either inherited or synthesized, and for every production rule p the semantic rules

ofp define (the value ot) all and only the synthesized attributes of the p's left-hand side nontermi

nal and the inherited ones of p's right-hand side nonterminals in terms of (the values ot) other

attributes ofp.

Thus, if you imagine a derivation tree of such an AG, composed of a number of production rules,

the information contained in inherited and synthesized attributes flows downward respectively

upward through the tree.

The idea of appending attributes to nonterminal symbols of a CFG was not entirely novel at the

time; earlier versions, called syntax-directed translation schemes (SOTS), provided each nonter

minal symbol with one synthesized attribute and each production rule with one semantic rule

defining the attribute of the left-hand side nonterminal in terms of the right-hand side attributes.

In this way translations could be realized from strings in the language generated by the grammar

to some desired target language; the attribute of the root of a derivation tree then contains the

translation of the string generated by that tree.

The gain in providing inherited attributes together with synthesized ones undoubtedly is, that it

makes context-sensitive features of programming languages (in particular matters of type

checking and scope rules; "only declared variables may be used" ) easier to describe, but the price

to be paid for it is considerable also: As opposed to SOTS, the order in which attribute-values

can be determined (by applying semantic rules) is not fixed beforehand anymore for a given

derivation tree, and this evaluation process can often no longer be combined with parsing in a

straightforward way. In addition, the possibility of circular dependent attributes in a tree is intro

duced, which may exclude evaluation altogether.

Starting in the early seventies, many people have been busy studying and trying to improve on

the situation sketched above. This often resulted in the definition of certain (sub-)classes of AG

for which attribute evaluation can be done in a reasonable amount of time and space, and/or in the

intrqduction of actual strategies (i.e. attribute evaluation algorithms) to do the job for such

classes. For an extensive bibliography concerning such inventions (and more) we refer to
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[Rai"80], [DJL85/86, vo1.3].

As such investigations are (almost necessarily?) sometimes rather self-contained, a great diversity

now exists among the overwhelming amount of evaluation algorithms published thus far, and it is

not clear at all whether certain approaches are really that much different from each other or actu

ally boil down to the same idea.

This thesis, now, should be regarded as a first (?), modest step to bring some structure into the

great variety of existing algorithms.

The method to be followed is the so-called transformational method, the idea behind which is the

following: Starting from a very abstract (i.e. little detailed) basic algorithm that is a correct (but

intolerably inefficient) solution to the attribute evaluation problem, transform this algorithm into

more detailed (and more efficient) ones by "adding details" to it; of course in such a way that the

correctness of the solution is preserved.

Continuing this process (starting again from newly obtained solutions) a hierarchy of ever more

detailed algorithms is obtained, which hopefully contains the major algorithms known from

literature (and possibly even some new ones (!».

A particular way to add details to an algorithm and to guarantee the correctness preservation of

the transformation process is adopted from the work of H.B.M. lookers, who, in his Ph.D. thesis

[Jon82], applied the transformational method to structure the major garbage collection algorithms

known from literature.

One may well conclude that this thesis is based on two starting-points: the notion of AG and attri

bute evaluation on the one hand and the application of the transformational method (especially

according to Jookers) on the other. In fact, during the time I spent working on this paper, the

emphasis seems to have shifted gradually from the former to the latter point.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

In Chapter 1 an elaborate description is given of the two starting-points: First the transforma

tional method is dealt with, after which AG and the attribute evaluation problem are discussed

similar to the way this is usually done in literature. As these latter definitions tum out to be too

specific to serve as a sound basis for the formulation of a sufficiently abstract evaluation algo

rithm, they are "lifted" a little in Chapter 2, resulting in the more abstract notion of "object

evaluation". Also the basic algorithm is presented then, together with a couple of algorithms that

can immediately be derived from it.

In Chapter 3 the transformational method is applied in its full extent so as to derive the beginning

of a particular branch in the hierarchy of algorithms, namely that of the so-called demand driven

algorithms. Finally, in Chapter 4 a couple of miscellaneous matters are discussed (in particular a

short evaluation of the transformational method is presented there).
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0.1. Notational conventions

Two notational matters are discussed that appear through the entire paper; additional conventions

will be drawn when used for the first time.

0.1.0. On sequences

A sequence is essentially a bag in which the order of the elements is relevant.

A sequence of "things" of an arbitrary kind may be denoted by listing its elements in order,

enclosed by angle brackets. For example:

<1,2,1,3>

denotes the sequence, call it R, of integers with elements 1 , 2, 1 and 3 (in that order).

Notation < > is used to denote the empty sequence, and ED is used as a binary infix operator

denoting the concatenation of sequences. Ef) is associative.

For any sequence S:

i) rng (S) denotes the set of all elements of S

(e.g. rng(R) =(I ,2, 3) , rng « » =0 ).

ii) length(S) denotes the number of elements of S

for instance length(R) = 4 , length « » = 0).

iii) The elements of S are numbered in order from 1 through length(S), and the i-th element of

S (i: 1:5: i:5: length (S» is denoted by S· i (e.g. R· 3= 1).

iv) Provided that length(S) > 0 holds, first(S) and rest(S) denote the first element of S respec

tively the sequence obtained from S by leaving out the first element, Le.

S = <first (S) > ED rest (S).

A stack S is a sequence on which only two operations are allowed: appending an element to

respectively removing an element from the right-hand side of S (if any). As usual, these opera

tions are called push- respectively pop-operation, where the latter is allowed only if

length(S) > o. Under this same assumption TOpeS) denotes the right-most elemcnt of S, and

POpeS) denotes the rcmainder of S after removing TOpeS) from it.

0.1.1. On algorithms

For the denotation of algorithms in this thesis we shall adhere to the gcarded command language

of Dijkstra [Dijk76] as much as possible; be it that we allow algorithms to operate freely on such

complex data-structures as sets and sequences.

Also two nondeterrnir.istic language constructs have been added to the language: the let

statement and the for-statement, to be described infonnally hereafter:
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i) The let-statement has the fonn

Let x: P(x)

where x must be a fresh name in the context and P (x) is a condition in tenns of x. The type

of x must follow from P (x), and it" scope will run to the end of the language construct in

which the statement occurs (e.g. do-loop, if-clause). An execution of the above statement

associates a value to the name x such that P (x) holds, after which x may be used as a con

stant in the program. If no value for x satisfying P (x) exists then the execution of the state

ment is illegal and if more than one value exists then one of them is chosen nondeterminist

ically.

ii) The for-statement has the fonn

for x: P(x) ~ S rof ,

where x is a fresh name, P (x) is a condition in tenns of x and S is a statement sequence (in

which name x need not necessarily occur). P (x) must be such that the type of x follows

from it, and the scope of x is bounded by the for - rof - pair. Execution of the for-statement

amounts to repeated execution of S, where before each of these executions x is given a value

satisfying P(x) and such that it is not given the same value twice. The value given then

serves as a constant value for the execution of S in question. Thus, S is executed exactly as

many times as there exist values for x satisfying P (x).

If no such value exists then the for-statement amounts to a skip, and if more than one value

exists and still may be chosen then one is selected nondetenninistically.

The main algorithms in this thesis (which are algorithms marking the end of a transfonnation

step) are given by listing successively the program-variables they make use of, the postcondition

of the algorithm, its invariants and its statement sequence. For intennediate algorithms (obtained

within a transformation-step) only the statement sequence will be given. As invariants and

postcondition belong exclusively to a certain algorithm, their numbering will reflect the

identification of the algorithm they belong to. (The identification of an algorithm will be dis

cussed in Section 1.0)
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1. Starting points

1.0. The transformational method for classifying algorithms

(Although the method is described in terms of attribute evaluation algorithms here, it applies

equally well to algorithms dealing with other problems.)

In order to apply the transformational method. first of all a proper specification of the problem in

question - here: attribute evaluation - should be formulated.

In view of the fact that (in the end) our research should comprise as many algorithms (known

from literature) as possible. this specification should be kept as general as possible. Le., it should

not contain details that are not essential to the description of the attribute evaluation problem.

(For that would exclude certain algorithms altogether.) A specification meeting this requirement

is said to define the basic problem of attribute evaluation.

Next an algorithm must be presented that is a solution to the basic problem. Such an algorithm is

called a basic solution and it will serve as a starting-point for the derivation of all other algo

rithms.

Of such a basic solution it is required that

i) it is "abstract", Le., it contains little algorithmic detail. For example. decisions about the

order of inspecting variables should be postponed as far as such an order is not of crucial

importance. (Clearly this leads to nondeterministic statements.)

Closely related to this is of course the choice of data-types with random access (such as

bags and sets) to operate on.

(Note: A sufficiently abstract formulation of the basic problem may also prevent the basic

solution from containing a large amount of detail.)

ii) it can easily be proved to meet the specification. although it may be intolerably inefficient in

its operation; not in the least because it need not terminate (mainly due to nondeterministic

actions contained in it). Thus, we allow of partial correctness at this high level.

As the basic solution is usually quite close to the specification itself, proving its (partial)

correctness will not pose too many problems.

(Note: of course, one should not take advantage of the allowance of partial correctness by

presenting
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do true ~ skip od

as a basic solution; this being a partially correct solution to any problem. The basic solution must

be such that a totally correct algorithm can be derived from it by the method to be described

hereafter.)

Then an iterative process begins of deriving more detailed (and more efficient) algorithms, start

ing from the basic solution.

(The process is iterative in the sense that each newly obtained algorithm may be used as a

starting-point for further transformation.)

An algorithm B is derived from algorithm A by adding a so-called algorithm detail to the latter.

Such an algorithm detail is typically a requirement about the run-time behavior of algorithms (for

instance - in the case of attribute evaluation - : "no attribute may be recomputed").

It is obvious that the addition of an algorithm detail may cause a certain overhead, e.g. in the

above example the set of not-yet-computed attributes may have to be kept to select a candidate

for evaluation.

It is required that the transformation from A to B is correctness preserving, which means that if A

is a (possibly partially) correct solution to a certain problem, then so is B (B can be totally

correct, whereas A is not).

Thus B performs the same task as A, be it that it is more restricted in its operation. A particular

method (adopted from [Jon82]) for transforming algorithms in such a way that their correctness

preservation is guaranteed is presented in subsection 1.0.0.

Clearly, following the lines sketched above we can obtain more detailed solutions to the basic

problem (for remember that we started from the basic solution which is a solution to this prob

lem, and the transformations are correctness preserving).

Though, this is not enough, for most attribute evaluation algorithms known from literature (and

especially the more efficient ones) are not a solution to the (very general) basic problem, but only

to a restricted version of the attribute evaluation problem (simply called: a restricted problem).

That is, for their correct operation they require a certain amount of additional knowledge about

the evaluation problem at hand. This observation motivates the introduction of another form of

detail, called problem details .

A problem detail should be regarded as a restriction on the data constituting the problem (e.g. the

attribute grammar concerned) which is known to hold as a precondition to the attribute evaluation

process. Such a restriction may allow of a more efficient solution to the problem.

Note that an algorithm that is a solution to a problem P containing certain problem details is also

a solution to any problem p, containing all details of P (and maybe some more).

To summarize the foregoing, an hierarchy of attribute evaluation algorithms is obtained as fol

lows:

Start from an abstract algorithm (the basic solution) that is a solution to the basic problem. Add
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algorithm details (Le. apply correctness preserving transformations) to this algorithm - and again

to resulting ones - a number of times to obtain more detailed solutions to the basic problem.

At an appropriate moment. add a problem detail to the basic problem. so as to obtain a restricted

problem, and choose one (or more) of the previously derived algorithms to serve as a starting

point for the derivation of new algorithms (via correctness preserving transformations); these new

algorithms will probably make use of the problem detail given.

Then add new problem details (to either of the existing problems). and so on.

(Here we note again. that if P is a problem and p, is a problem obtained from P by adding a prob

lem detail. then every solution to P is also a solution to p'. and hence a correct starting-point for

the derivation of other solutions to PI.)

Notational convention. In an attempt to display the connection between the algorithms on

the one hand and the problem- /algorithm- details they make use of on the other. the following

convention is adopted (with a slight modification) from [Jon82].

Observe that an algorithm is derived as a solution to a problem with certain problem details (none

in the case of the basic problem) and, in addition, certain algorithm details apply to an algorithm

(again possibly none).

Now first of all a unique capital letter is associated with each problem - and algorithm - detail.

Next, every (main) algorithm we come across will be identified as

algorithm i [0' 0.] ,

where i is a natural number, 0 is a string of capital letters which denote the problem details of the

problem to which algorithm i is a solutions and 0. is a string of capital letters which denote the

algorithm details that apply to algorithm i.

Number i denotes the relative place of the algorithm in the sequence of algorithms in this paper

and strings 0. and 0 denote the logical place in the hierarchy of algorithms, that is, subject to the

following remark:

o
Remark. We mentioned a few times already a hierarchy of algorithms to be obtained, and

[a· 0] (belonging to an algorithm i) seems to determine the relative place of algorithm i in this

hierarchy, but does it do that in a unique way? First of all. if QI is such that it contains all letters in

8 and even some more, then algorithm i is also a solution to the problem characterized by string

8" which means that, in order to find the place of i in the hierarchy, string 8 must be as small as

possible (Le. it must not contain problem-details that are not actually used by algorithm i).

But then again, is [0' a] uniquely identifying? On the one hand. we shall arrive a couple of times

at two algorithms that have quite different statement-sequences but the same identification [0' 0.],

and on the other hand we can imagine two algorithms i [8· 0.] and j [0' 0./ ] with 0. i; 0.1 that we

would like to consider "the same", because they perform the same job; for instance think of the

(iterative) stack-version and the corresponding recursive version of an algorithm.

Thus, there seems to be a two-level hierarchy: the (minimized) strings 0 impose a partial order on

groups of algorithms, and within such a group the hierarchy's nature is still food for further
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thought.

o

1.0.0. A particular strategy for correctness preserving transformations

Recall that the objective of transfonning an algorithm A into an algorithm B is that B be a more

detailed (and more efficient) version of A. (This being inherent in our working from an abstract to

a concrete level.)

Two characteristic goals to be pursued in this context are

i) reduction of the nondetenninism in A

ii) replacing variables in A by variables with a more efficient representation in B ;

examples of both will be met.

Both goals (i) and (ii) can be achieved via the replacement of a set X of variables in A by a set Y

of variables in B (where in case of goal (i) Y contains a variable with limited access as a substitute

for a variable in X with more free access - for instance thiok of a stack vS.a set - ).

This now is exactly the policy of the correctness preserving technique according to lookers

[Jon82l, i.e. the technique essentially embodies a way to change the representation of data (in a

correctness preserving manner).

At the basis of a transfonnation-step (from algorithm A to algorithm B, say) is of course the for

mulation of the objective to be reached with this step, Le. the formulation of the algorithm detail

to be imposed. The transformation from A to B is then accomplished in four phases:

1. Choose fresh variables and express the relation between these new variables and the old

ones (particularly those to be replaced) in a number of assertions (to be inserted in algo

rithm A). Of course the guideline for the choice of new variables must be that they allow of

imposition of the algorithm delail, whereas the variables to be replaced did not.

2. Add assignments to the newly introduced variables in algorithm A so as to make the asser

tions inserted during phase 1 hold. As it turns out, the validity of the new assertions can

sometimes not be established by adding assignments alone; some replacements on the old

variables must also be performed. This typically occurs in the case of a reduction of non

determinism, where the operations on the old variables contain too much freedom, and

hence do not allow of the new, stronger assertions to be made valid. It is important to note

here that - as shown by Jookers - these replacements may be based on the new assertions

already, even if their validity is not fully established yet. (Which is very fortunate of course

as the new assertions embody the only place where statements about the (desired) limited

behaviour of the algorithm are made.)
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3. Make replacements in the algorithm so as to achieve the objective of the transfonnation

step, viz. by replacing operations on old variables by operations on new ones (in particular,

one may think. of the replacement of a guard in terms of the old variables by a guard in

terms of new variables); thereby exploiting the relations between these variables as laid

down in the assertions.

Due to thfs!replacements the variables that were meant to be removed should be redundant

now, which means that they are only used in assignments to themselves. The assignments to

such redundant variables can now be removed from the program-text.

4. As the variables that were made redundant in phase 3 do not appear in the statement

sequence anymore, the assertions containing them do no longer hold. These assertions must

therefore be rewritten so as to remove the redundant variables from them. To do so, it is

possible to put a big existential quantifier in front of the assertions, quantifying over all

redundant variables, but often (not always, as we shall see) the rewriting is possible using

the relations between the redundant variables and the new variables.

Four remarks.

i) As (almost) all of our algorithms consist of a single loop, we shall use invariants instead of

assertions to express the relations between variables, where an invariant corresponds to four

assertions: one after initialization (before the loop). one at the beginning of the loop-body,

one at the end of this body and one after the loop.

ii) Above the process has been sketched in its most general form. Sometimes a transfonnation

step does for instance not bring about the existence of redundant variables. Of course in

such a case all actions concerning redundant variables must be omitted.

iii) Entirely outside the scope of the above transfonnation process is the guarantee of tennina

tion preservation for the newly obtained algorithm. One should still convince oneself of the

fact that for instance the restriction of nondetenninism does not at the same time cause the

inability to tenninate. Aggravated to our situation (remember that we shall allow of partial

correctness to start with), the above means that we must make sure that a transfonnation

step does not exclude the derivation of a properly tenninating algorithm later on.

iv) As was pointed out earlier, the above method only works if the objective can be achieved by

changing the representation of variables; it does not cover such transfonnations as loop

fusion or exchanging recursion and repetition. This is the reason that we have to resort to

another kind of transfonnation at a particular point in this thesis.

IJ
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1.1. Attribute grammars and attribute evaluation.

The concept of an attribute grammar (AG), as we shall use it, was originally introduced by D.E.

Knuth [Knu68] as a tool for specifying the semantics of (programming-) languages whose syntax

is defined by means of a context-free grammar (CFG).

An AG G is obtained from a CFG Go by associating a finite set of attributes with each nontermi

nal symbol of Go, and associating a number of so-called semantic rules with each of the produc

tions rules of Go. Such a semantic rule (associated with production rule p) specifies the value of

some attribute occurring in p in terms of the values of certain other attributes occurring in p (here

an attribute is loosely said to occur in p if it is associated with a nonterminal symbol that occurs

inp).

1.1.0. Attribute grammars and related concepts.

Below we present a definition of an attribute grammar which resembles the one given in [Fil83]

to a large extent. (In fact, it should be noted here that in literature there is no such thing as a uni

form definition of an attribute grammar; various definitions can be encountered, although mostly

the differences between them are not essential and only serve to facilitate the description of a cer

tain aspect)

Definition 1.0 An attribute grammar (AG) G is described in the following six points.

0) {underlying context-free grammar}.

G has a context-free grammar (CFG) Go =(VN, VT , P ,S), called the underlying CFG of G. As

usual, VN and VT stand for the disjoint, finite sets of nonterminal respectively terminal symbols of

Go (or: of G), P denotes the finite set of production rules and S, S E VN , is the start symbol of

Go (or: of G).

We assume that Go is a reduced CFG in the sense that each nonterminal symbol

i) can be derived from S, and

ii) can produce at least one string W E V1
by zero or more applications of rules in P.

It is also assumed that the start symbol S does not occur at the right-hand side of any production

rule inP.

Production rule pEP is denoted as

where np ~ 0 and, for each i : OS is np ,Xi E VN and Wi E Vi. This is called the usualform of

a production rule of G. (This form will be used in the sequel to denote an arbitrary production

rule of G.)

When considering a derivation tree of Go (also called a derivation tree of G) we assume it to be a

complete derivation tree, that is, its leaf nodes are labeled with a terminal symbol and it'; root is
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labeled with the start symbol S.

The set of all complete derivation trees is denoted by CDT(G).

A leaf node is also called a terminal node (as opposed to a nonterminal node) and. for each tree

t. yield(t) denotes the string oflabels of the leaf nodes of t. concatenated from left to right.

An occurrence ofproduction rule p (of the usual form) in t is a portion of t consisting of a node

u labeled with X0 together with its direct descendants in t whose labels. concatenated from left to

right. form the string

Wo Xl WI' .. W lIp-l XlIp W lIp

We say that p is applied at node u and we denote with u·l • u·2. '" • u· np the direct descen

dants of u in t whose labels are Xl. X 2 • ...• XlIp' respectively. Thus. u. u·l • ...• u·np are

the nonterminal nodes of the occurrence ofp.

(N.b.: For ease of description. node u is often also addressed as u·O in this context. making

u·O. u·l • ...• U'np the nonterminal nodes of the occurrence ofp.)

1) {semantic domain}.

G has a semantic domain D =(n .<1». where n is a set of sets, called sets ofattribute values and

cI> is a collection of functions of type

where m ~ 0 and, for each i : 0 ~ i ~ m , Vi E n. The elements of cI> are called semantic func

tions. For each function fEcI> we require that f is a total function.

2) {attribute names}.

G has a set, ATI-NAMES(G), of attribute names. This set is partitioned into two subsets. IN

NAMES(G) and SYN-NAMES(G), of inherited and synthesized attribute names, respectively.

Each name a E ATI-NAMES(G) has associated with it an element ofn, denoted by V(a).

3) {attributes of a nonterminal}.

To each nonterminal symbol X E VN a subset of ATI-NAMES(G), denoted AIT

NAMES(X •G). is attached. If a E ATT-NAMES(X, G) then a(X) is an attribute ofnonterminaI

symbolX.

a (X) is called inherited or synthesized (shortly: i- or s-attribute) if a E IN-NAMES(G) of a E

SYN-NAMES(G), respectively.

We denote with ATI(X , G) the set of all attributes of X, and with IN-ATT(X ,G) and SYN

ATI(X •G) the (disjoint) sets of its i- and s-attributes, respectively. (Note that, for different non

terminal symbols X and Y. ATT(X, G) r1 ATT(Y, G) =0, whereas ATT-NAMES(X, G) and

ATT-NAMES(Y, G) may overlap.)

For the start symbol S of G it is required that IN-ATT(S •G) =0. Finally, the set of all attributes

ofG, ATT(G), is defined as
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ATI(G) = (UX:X e VN : ATI(X, G».

Attribute a (X) can take on any value from V (a), Le. the element of n associated with attribute

namea.

4) {attributes of a production role}.

Let p be the production role of the usual fonn

and let a (Xi) be an attribute of Xi for some i : 0$ i $ np. Then the pair <a (Xi)' i > is an attri

bute ofproduction rule p. The set of all attributes ofp is denoted by ATI(p , G):

ATI(p,G)= {<a(Xi), i> 10$ i$ np Aa(Xi)e ATI(Xi,G)}.

An attribute < a (Xi)' i > of P is either a defined attribute of p or a used attribute of p; it is a

defined attribute if

(i=OAa(Xi)e SYN-ATI(Xi , G» v (i *OAa(Xi)e IN-ATI(Xi , G»,

whereas it is a used one if

(i =OAa(Xi)e IN-ATI(Xi , G» v (i *OAa(Xi)e SYN-ATI(Xi , G».

An attribute < a (Xi)' i > ofP is simply denoted <a , i >, when this causes no confusion.

5) {Semantic rules of a production}.

Associated with production rule p of the usual fonn is a set of semantic rules, denoted by

RULES(p, G). Each semantic rule of p is specified by a semantic function f e <1», say of type

V 1 X ••• x Vm -+ V 0 for some m : m ~ 0, and a sequence of m + 1 attributes ofp

where, for all k : 0$ k$ m, 0$ h,$ np and V(ak) = Vk.

Such a semantic rule is written as
A

<aD (Xj.) , jo > =f«al (Xj ) , it>, ... , <am (Xj.. ), jm »

and we say that it defines the attribute <aD (Xj.) , jo> using the attributes

<a 1(Xj) , it>, ... , <am(Xj.,) , jm> as arguments, or that <ao(Xj.) , jo> depends in p on the

attributes <a 1(Xjl) , j 1>, ... , <am(Xj.,) , jm>' When no confusion arises, this semantic rule is
A

simply denoted <ao, jo> = f «aI, j I>, ... , <am' jm»·

For the set RULES(p, G) it is required that

i) The semantic rules in RULES(p , G) define only defined attributes ofp and for each defined

attribute ofp there is exactly one semantic rule defining it.
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ii) The semantic rules in RULES(p , G) use only used attributes ofp as arguments.

(An AG that meets this requirements in said to be in Bochmann normal form [Boc76].)

IJ

The semantic rules of production rule p create dependencies among the latter's attributes that can

be visualized by means of a directed graph. Therefor consider the following definition:

Definition 1.1 Let G be an AG and p a production rule (of the usual form) of G. The directed

graph pg (p , G), called the production graph of p, has as nodes the attributes of p and an edge

runs from attribute <a, j> to attribute <b, k> if and only if there is a semantic rule in

RULES(p , G) that defines <b , k> using <a , j> as an argument.

o

Just like attributes of a production rule of G were defined in definition 1.0 (4), attributes of a

derivation tree of G can be defined in a fairly straightforward manner:

Definition 1.2 Let G be an AG and t E CDT(G).

Let node u of t be labeled with symbol X E VN .

. If a (X) E ATT(u , G) then <a (X) , u> is an attribute of node u. We denote with ATI(u , G) the

set of all attributes of node u:

ATT(u, G) ={<a(X), u> I a (X) E ATI(X, G)}

and with AITO , G) the set of all attributes of all nodes of t:

ATI(t, G) = (Uu: u is a nontenninal node of t: ATI(U, G».

An element <a(X) , u> of ATI(t , G) is called an attribute of derivation tree t and it is denoted

simply by <a , u> when this causes no confusion.

IJ

If production rule p occurs somewhere in derivation tree t of G (see definition 1.0 (0) for this

notion) then each attribute ofp gives rise to an attribute of t and, moreover, the dependencies that

exist between the corresponding attributes of t. Finally, semantic rules ofp can be translated into

semantic rules of t:

Definition 1.3 Let G be an AG and t E CDT(G).

a) The directed graph dtg 0, G), called the derivation tree graph of t, has as nodes the ele

ments of AlT(t , G) and edges as follows: Let production rule p (of the usual form) occur in

t and such, that u·O, u·l, ... , u·np are the nonterminal nodes of this occurrence (cf.

definition 1.0. (0». Then an edge runs from attribute <a, u· i > to attribute <b, u·j > in

dtg (t ,G) if and only if an edge runs from attribute <a, i> to attribute <b, j> in

pg (p , G), for i ,j : 0::; i::; np 1\ 0::; j::; np.
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b) Let pro~uction rule p occur in t (as in part (a» and let

<ao,jo>=f«al,h>, ... , <am,jm» be in RULES(p,G). Then
A

<ao, u·jo> =f «ai, u-h>, ... , <am' u-jm» is a semantic rule ofderivation tree t and

analogous to definition 1.0. (5) we say that it defines the attribute <ao, u-jo> using the

attributes <a 1 , u-h >, ... , <am, u- jm> as arguments .

RULES(t , G) denotes the set of all semantic rules of t.

o

Two remarks should be made in connection with definition 1.3.

Firstly, it is easy to see that for each attribute of t there is exactly one semantic rule in

RULES(t, G) defining it (use the fact that G is in Bochmann normal form). In view of the

definition of attribute evaluation (still to come) this is a very fornmate circumstance.

Secondly, graph dtg(t, G) can be thought of as the result of "pasting together" the graphs

pg(- , G) of the production rules that t is composed of. Note however, that in this way graph

dtg (t , G) may contain circularly dependent attributes, as opposed to the constituent graphs

pg(., G) (Bochmann normal form!):

Definition 1.4 An AG G is noncircular (called "well-formed" in [Knu68]) if for each derivation

tree t E CDT(G) the graph dtg (t , G) contains no circularly dependent attributes.

o

1.1_1. An example

In order to illustrate the notions introduced above, and as a proposal for the denotation of graphs

pg and dtg, we give the following example (which is actually a part of Knuth's original example,

presented in [Knu68]) :

A string consisting of symbols zero and one (0 and 1) can be understood to denote a natural

number in binary notation. Using a well-known conversion rule, such a string can be transformed

into a string consisting of symbols 0 through 9, denoting the same natural number in decimal

notation.

Based on a CFG Go that can produce any string consisting of zero's and one's, we present below

an AG G that gives the decimal "meaning" of such a string.

i) GO=(VN,VT,P,S),where

P = {S -7 L, L -7 LB ,L -7 B ,B -7 0, B -7 1 }
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ii) G has semantic domain D =(0 , <1», where 0 has as its only element the set IN of natural

numbers and <I> consists of five functions :

the constant function zero which always delivers the value 0 E IN.

functions id , 11, fz, all of type lN ~ IN with

id(n) =n

Il(n) =n + 1

fz(n) =2" .

function!J : IN x IN ~ IN with

!J(n,m)=n+m.

iii) IN-NAMES(G)= {r}, SYN-NAMES(G)= {v}, and (of course) IN is the element of 0

associated both with r and v.

iv) The nontenninal symbols of G have attributes as follows:

ATI(S, G) =(v(S)} ,

ATI(L, G)= {v(L), r(L)} ,

ATI(B ,G)= {v(B),r(B)}.

Observe, using (iii), that the attribute v(.) ("value") is synthesized and the attribute r(·)

("rank") is inherited. Observe also that the start symbol S has no inherited attributes.

v) Below we give the semantic rules for each of the production rules PEP, accompanied with

the corresponding production graphs pg (p , G).

rule S ~ L :

L L---_'-------'

<r,l> A °

rule L ----7 LB :
< v,o > - < v,l > + < v,2 >

< r ,1 > - < r ,0 > + 1

< r ,2 > - < r ,0 >
L B

rule L ----7 B : L r I v

1 I < v, °> - < v,l >

< r, 1 > - < r,O >

B r I v



rule B~ °:

rule B --;) 1

B r I v

i

0'-- -'

B r I v

t

1
'------'
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<v,O> - 0

<v,O> _ 2<r,o>

Observe that G is in Bochmann nonnal fonn (cf. definition 1.0. (5».

As an example, let us consider the graph dtg(t , G) where t is the derivation tree for string 0101.

For each nontenninal node u of t the correct values (Le. in accordance with the semantic rules) of

u's attributes are also given. (Here we rely on the reader having an intuitive idea what it means

for an attribute to "have a value", and even "in accordance with the semantic rules", as these

notions still have to be defined (Section 1.1.2).) :

( r=O ,

( r=l , v=4 )

( r=2 ,

( r = 3 , v = 0) L t---:-~:--r-r---=----'---,-::-',.

( r= 3 , v= 0) B r v

i

°

v=4 )

r= 0 , v= 1 )

1

v=O )
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It is easy to see that AG Gis noncircular.

For any derivation tree I, the value of the synthesized attribute of the root of I plays a special role:

it contains the meaning of the string yield(t) (sometimes simply called the meaning of I). Now

observe from the above example that there can be attributes of I that do not "contribute" to the

meaning of t, as no directed path runs from these attributes to the attribute of t's rooL Therefore

the meaning of t can be determined without computing the value of these attributes.

1.1.2. Attribute evaluation

This section deals with the notion of attribute evaluation for an AG G (with semantic domain

D = (n, <1»).

Informally speaking the idea is, given a derivation tree IE CDT(G), to assign a value to

"sufficiently many" attributes of t (i.e. elements of ATT(t, G» in such a way that for each attri

bute <a , u > - whenever it has a value assigned to it - this value

i) is of the correct type, Le. is an element of V (a), the set in n associated with attribute name

a.

ii) is in accordance with the values of certain other attributes of t, such as prescribed by the

unique semantic rule in RULES(t, G) defining <a, u>.

To account for the recording of values a (variable) partial function

val E ATT(t, G) 4 (UV: V E n: V)
p

is introduced. If <a , u> E dom(val) then we say that attribute <a, u> is evaluated and val

«a, u» should be interpreted as the value of <a, u >. Also, to decide whether sufficiently

many attributes have been evaluated we assume a set W, W ~ ATT(t, G), to be given on fore

hand, Le. W is a part of the specification for a concrete attribute evaluation problem. W should be

interpreted as the set of so-called wanted attributes, Le. attributes of t that must be evaluated in

any case. Thus, in view of the fact that dom(val) reflects the set of evaluated attributes,

sufficiently many attributes have been evaluated if W ~ dom(val).

Note. Here we note that in most practical situations the set W is chosen equal to ATT(t, G), Le.

all attributes of t must be evaluated, or W equals the synthesized attribute(s) of the root of t, in

which case these attribute(s) is (are) said to contain the meaning of derivation tree t; see for

instance the example in the preceding section.

In the latter case it is often not necessary to evaluate all attributes of t, as some of them do not

contribute to the meaning of t, i.e. there is no directed path in dtg (t , G) running from these attri

butes to an attribute of the rooL Again the preceding section provides an example of this.

IJ

In order to express this informal description into more formal terms, the following definition will

be helpful.
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Definition I.S Let G be an AG and t E CDT(G).

For every U , U ~ ATT(t, G), and panial function val E ATT(t , G)~ (UV: Ve n :V) we

define

(a) U is self-contained iffor all <ao, uo> E U with
A

<aD , Uo> =!«a 1 , U1>, ... , <am, Um» as defining semantic rule in RULES(t , G) :

(Ai:l~i~m:<ai'Ui>e U)

b) U is consistent with respect to val if U is self-contained and if, in addition:

i) U ~ dom(val)

and for all <aD , Uo> E U as in part (a) :

ii) val «ao , uo» E V (ao)

iii) val«ao,uo»=!(val«al,ul»' .. , ,val«am,um»)

o
Using definition 1.5., the attribute evaluation problem for given G , t, W now consists in deter

mining a set U ~ ATT(t ,G) and a mapping val e (ATT(t,G)~ (U: V: Ve n: V» such

that

U ~ W 1\ U consistent w.r.t. val .

If we let

Qo == Gis anAG 1\ t E CDT(G) 1\ W ~ ATT(t, G)

R == U ~ W 1\ U consistent w.r.t. val

then the following specifies the attribute evaluation problem:

S: I[G,t,W{Qo}

I [ U : set of attributes of t

; val : ATT(t, G)~ (UV: V E Q: V)

;S {R}
]1

(0)

] I

By adding problem details we obtain more restricted versions of this problem, specified by

S: I[G,t,W {Qol\Qd

; I [ U : set of attributes of t

;val:ATT(t,G)~ (UV:VeQ:V)

; S {R}

] I

] I

where Q 1 is condition in terms of G , t and/or W which denotes the conjunction of all problem

details that apply to the situation.
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(For the notion of a problem detail see Section 1.0.)

However, it is believed that specification (0) in its own right already contains a considerable

amount of problem detail (hidden in Qo), and therefore (0) is not a suitable specification for the

basic problem according to section 1.0.

Thus, first of all a more abstract formulation of the problem will be presented in the next chapter.
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2. Basic problem and basic solutions

2.0. Basic problem.

For an attribute grammar G the semantic rules are defined within the scope of the single produc

tion rules, which is commonly regarded as an attractive property of AG, because it makes the

semantics of a language construct fairly easy to read.

As a consequence, for a derivation tree t E CDT(G) only "local" dependencies exist between the

attributes of t, Le. only attributes of neighboring nodes in t are related to each other via semantic

rules.

This property is a useful one because it gives rise to a particular class of attribute evaluation algo

rithms (the so-called "tree-walking evaluators"), but from a conceptual point of view the "local

ity" of attributes in a semantic rule constitutes irrelevant information: It really is a problem detail

and therefore the formulation of the basic problem can do without it.

An obvious way to abstract from this detail is to turn attributes (which are pairs <a, U» into

more abstract "objects" (an object being a not further specified primitive concept), thereby

removing the entire underlying tree-structure from the discussion; What remains is basically the

graph dtg (t , G) (see definition 1.3.) in abstract disguise: it has objects instead of attributes as its

nodes and tree t can no longer be recognized in it. (Also the distinction between inherited and

synthesized attributes has disappeared, as this information was hidden in the first component of

the pair <a , U >.)

In subsection 2.0.0 we present the notion of an 'object evaluation structure' and the object

evaluation problem is defined. Next, in subsection 2.0.1 it is shown how a triplet (G , t, W) (con

stituting the date for a concrete attribute evaluation problem) can be transformed into an object

evaluation structure by applying an abstraction function to it. Since, via this abstraction function,

every solution to the object evaluation problem corresponds to a solution to the attribute evalua

tion problem of section 1.1, it then follows that the object evaluation problem can be taken as

definition of the basic problem (of attribute evaluation).
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2.0.0. Object evaluation

Definition 2.0. An object evaluation structure Q is a 7-tuple

Q =(DB, Q, <1>, type, func , args , W) ,

where

DB is a finite set

Q is a finite set of sets

cf>~(Um, Va, VI'" Vm :m;?:OI\(Ai:OSiSm:ViE Q)

: V I X ... xVm ~ V 0)

type E (OB ~ Q)

tunc E (DB ~ <1»)

args E (DB ~ OB*)

W~OB.

Here, and in the sequel, functions denoted by ~ are total functions. The various components of

Q are subject to the following restriction:

(Ax :XE DB: func(x)E
(Xi: IS is length (args(x»: type(args(x)· i» ~ type(x)

I]
)

For an object evaluation structure Q as above, the elements of OB are called objects, elements of

Q are called sets ofobject values, and for each object x E DB type(x) is the type of x, junc (x) is

the junction defining x and args (x) contains the arguments ofx.

Finally, Wis called the set of wanted objects.

Associated with object evaluation structures are definition 2.1, definition 2.2 and property 2.3 :

Definition 2.1 Let Q =(DB, Q, <1», type, func, args, W) be an object evaluation structure.

For every U ~ DB and partial function val E (DB~ (UV: V E Q: V»

a) U is self-contained iffor all x E U

rng(args(x» ~ U .

b) U is consistent W.r.t. val if U is self-contained and if, in addition

i) U ~ dom(val)

and for all x E U

ii) Val(X)E type(x)

iii) va1(x) =func (x) (VAL(args (x»)

o
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(Nb 0: Here, and in the sequel, (VAL(args(x») is a shorthand notation for

(val(args (x)· 1), ... ,val(args (x)· length (args (x»») Le., the tuple containing (in order) the

results of the expressions val(args (x)· 0, for i : 1~ i ~ length (args (x».

Nb 1: The fact that we use the same tenns (such as 'consistent') for related concepts both in

connection with attribute evaluation and object evaluation will cause no problems, as we shall

pretty soon forget about attribute evaluation altogether and turn exclusively to object evaluation.

Nb 2: As could be expected, we shall refer to val(x) as the value of object x, whenever

x E dom(val) holds. )

Definition 2.2 Let Q =(OB, n, 4>, type, func, args, W) be an object evaluation structure,

and let x E OB and y E OB.

a) x directly depends on y, denoted y -+ x, ify E rng(args(x».

b) relations~ ('depends on') and J-+ denote the transitive respectively the reflexive

and transitive closure of -+.

c) Q is acyclic (or: noncircular) if(Ax:xE OB :""(x~ x»; otherwise Q is cyclic (circu

lar).

o

Property 2.3 Let Q as above and let U ~ OB. Then:

Uself-contained ~ (Ay:y E OB 1\ (Ex :XE U :y~ x):y E U)

o

For a given object evaluation structure Q (as above) the object evaluation problem consists in

detennining a set U ~ OB and a mapping val E (OB~ (UV:V En: V» such that

U ;;;;;? W 1\ U consistent w.r.t. val .

That is, the following is a specification for this problem :

S: I [ OB, n, 4>, type, func, args, W {P}

I[ U : set of objects

; val : OB~ (UV: V En: V) (1)

; S {R}

] I

] I

where P and R stand for

P = (OB, n, <I> , type, fune, args, W) is an object evaluation structure

R == U;;;;;? W 1\ U consistent w.r.t. val
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2.0.1. Relating attribute evaluation to object evaluation

Let (G , t , W) be such that G is an AG (with semantic domain D =(n, <1»), t E CDT(G) and

W ~ A1T(t ,G). Thus, the triplet (G . t , W) constitutes the data for a concrete attribute evalua

tion problem.

(G , t , W) can be transfonned into an object evaluation structure

Q =(OB, n, <1>, type, junc, args, W') using an abstraction function

a:A1T(t,G) ~ OB

where a is one-to-one and surjective, and such that the following relations hold between

(G , t, W) and the components of Q:

(i) W' ={a (<a , U » I <a, U > E W }
A

and for all <ao, uo> E A1T(t, G) such that <ao, uo> =[«at, Ut >, '" ,<am' um»

is the semantic rule in RULES(t, G) defining <ao, uo> :

(ii) type (a«ao, uo») = V(ao)

(iii) tunc (a(<ao, uo») =[
(iv) args(a«ao,uo») =<a«at,ut», ... ,a«am,um»>

and, of course, n and <I> are equal to the corresponding elements of the semantic domain of G.

For a concrete (G , t • W) and Q, related to each other via an a as described above, the evaluation

problems (respectively attribute- and object-) can be easily seen to coincide in the sense that for

each attribute in A1T(t, G) its type, arguments and defining function are preserved by a and

moreover, the sets W and W' of wanted attributes/objects and the notion of consistency for

attributes/objects are in agreement with each other.

Now suppose that S is a solution to the object evaluation problem, i.e. it meets specification (1)

above. Then S can (appropriately interpreted) also be regarded as a solution to the attribute

evaluation problem, specified by (0) in section 1.1.2. Namely: A concrete (G, t, W) can be

turned into an object evaluation structure Q =(OB , Q, <1>, type, tunc, args, W'). using a certain

function no. For this Q S then comes up with an V' and val' such that

v' ;J W' 1\ V' is (object-) consistent w.r.t. val'

Interpreting the objects operated on by S as attributes again (via the "interpretation function" ao t ;

note that it exists) yields V and val satisfying

V = { aot (x) I x E V' }

dom(val) = {ao1(x) I x E dom(val')}

(A <a, U >: <a, u> E dom(val): val«a, u»=val' (no«a , u»»

such that
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U ;J W 1\ U is (attribute-) consistent w.r.t. val .

Thus, each solution to the object evaluation problem yields a solution to the attribute evaluation

problem, or, stated differently, the latter problem is a special case of the former one (containing

some problem details). Therefore the object evaluation problem may be taken as the basic prob

lem (for attribute evaluation).

2.1. Basic solution

Convention 2.4. To save ourselves the trouble of inserting everywhere the phrase "For

every object evaluation structure Q =....."we assume in the remainder of this thesis that there is

only one such structure

Q =(OB , n, <1>, type ,june, args , W)

in accordance with Definition 2.0. Q should be regarded as a prototype of all object evaluation

structures. Also, the problem is to construct a set U: U ~ OB and a mapping val : val

E (OB ----p-+ (UV: V En: V» such that (according to Definition 2.1):

U ~W 1\ U consistent w.r.t. val .

o

To derive the basic solution to the (object) evaluation problem, consider the desired postcondition

RO : U ~W 1\ U consistent w.r.t. val

We propose to relax the first conjunct of RO and to keep the second one as an invariant to our

algorithm (extended with a self-evident bound for U) :

PO.O: U ~ OB 1\ U consistent w.r.l val

On account of the definition of consistency, PO.O implies U ~ dom(val). It makes sense, however,

to maintain the stronger condition

PO. 1 : U = dom(val)

as an additional invariant; that is, U now has the following interpretation

U contains the evaluated objects, Le. the objects that have already been assigned a value to.

(N.b.: Throughout, it is assumed that an assignment to val(x), for some object x, automatically

establishes the condition x E dom(val). Thus, no statements of the form "dom(val) := dom(val)

u {x}" are necessary.)

The initialization U := 0 establishes po.O 1\ PO.l, and our intention is to add objects to U under

invariance of PO.0 1\ PO. 1, until condition U ~ W is satisfied.
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Under what conditions is an object x evaluatable, Le. can it be put in U without violating the

invariants?

The invariance of PO.1 causes no problems; it merely states that each addition to U should be

accompanied by an assignment to val. Now consider PO.O. Since consistency implies self

containedness, rng(args(x» ~ U should hold as a precondition to the addition of x to U. This

condition also turns out to be sufficient, because the assignment val(x) :=func(x) (VAL(args(x»)

then preserves the consistency of U w.r.t val (cf. Definition 2.1):

i) U ~ dom(val) is implied by PO. 1.

ii) val(x) E type(x) is also established, namely:

rng(args(x»r;;;,U 1\ Uconsistentw.r.t val

=> (definition 2.1.(b), part ii)}

(Ay :y E rng(args(x» : val(y) E type(y»

=> (type conformity of func(x), see def. 2.0 ; application of func(x) is allowed}

val(x) E type (x).

iii) val(x) =func(x) (YAL(args(x») is obvious now.

Apparently two tasks can now be discerned (to be taken care of by our algorithm) :

to : selecting evaluatable objects

t1 : the actual evaluation of objects

(It may seem obvious to combine these tasks right away; from the viewpoint of separation of con

cerns we prefer to do not.)

Variable U is already concerned with task tl. To model the progress of task to we introduce vari

able V, a sequence of objects, with the following interpretation:

V contains the objects which - although not yet evaluated - are known to be evaluatable in

the order of their appearance in V.

(1bus, V represents an evaluation order for rng(V». On account of the preceding paragraph (and

the interpretation of U), this interpretation can be translated immediately into the following addi

tional invariants:

PO.2: rng(V) ~ 08

PO.3: (Ai, j : 1~ i <j~ length(V): V.i:F- V.j)

POA: (AVo, VI, x: V =VoED <x> ED VI: rng(args(x»~U u rng(Vo»

PO.5: U tl rng(V) = 0

(Note that, for every V0, V 1 such that V =V0 ED VI,

PO.O 1\ POA ~ U u rng(V0) is self-contained.

However, taking
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PO.4 alt : (A Vo , VI: V =Vo ED VI: U U rng(V0) is self-contained)

as an alternative fonnulation for PO.4 would not be sufficient to fonnalize the interpretation of V :

Consider the case that V0 =<x> for some object x such that x -+ x holds. Although U u V0

can be self-contained, x may not be evaluatable.

The alternative fonnulation would suffice, however, if-. (x -+ x) holds for all x: x E OB.)

All in all we arrive at the following algorithm as a first approach to the basic solution. With each

iteration-step, the algorithm will be able to choose nondetenninistically between contributing to

task to (by selecting an evaluatable object; or at least trying to do so) and contributing to task tl

(by evaluating an object).

On account of PO.4 the object first (V) is a candidate for evaluation, provided it exists (i.e

V*"< », and by PO.3 /\ PO.5 only objects outside U U rng(V) may be added to V. For the rest

the algorithm reflects the ideas developed above in a straightforward manner, therefore its partial

correctness should be obvious.

Naive algorithm.

var: U : set ofobjects, V : sequence of objects

val: OB ---p+ (Uv: V EO :V)

post: RO: U;;2 W /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

inv: PO == PO.O /\ PO.l/\ ... /\ PO.5 (see above)

action:

U,V:=0,<>;{PO}

do -. (U;;2 W) {-. (U U rng(V) =OB) v -. (V = <», see note}

-+ if-.(Uu rng(V)=OB)

-+ Let x : x E OB \ (U u rng(V));

if rng(args(x))!;; U u rng(V) -+ V:= V ED <x>

o-.(rng(args(x)) !;; U U rng(V)) -+ skip

fi

D-.(V=<»
-+ Let x :x = first(V);

val(x) := !unc(x) (VAL(args(x)));

U, V := U u {x} , rest(V)

fi {PO}

od {RO}

o
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Note: U u rng(V) =OB A V =< >
=> {}
U=OB

=> {W~OB}

U~W

This assertion guarantees that there is no danger of abortion.

o

This algorithm is naive in the sense that the selection of evaluatable objects may be terminated as

soon as U U rng(V) ~ W, rather than U u rng(V) =OB. That is, the following restriction is

imposed:

Restriction. Selection of evaluatable objects is terminated as soon as W is included in the

set of all thus far selected objects.

IJ

As will be shown below, a consequence of this restriction is that, if it terminates, the improved

algorithm will end up with V =< >, as opposed to the naive algorithm. The enforcement of the

above restriction is achieved simply by replacing

if-, (U u rng(V)=OB) H if-,(U u rng(V)~W) .

(Note that, analogous to the note above, we still have absence of abortion:

-'(U ~W) =;:> -,(U u rng(V)~W) v -'(V=<» .)

This replacement could be considered to constitute the whole transformation. However, we can

go one step further, namely for the modified algorithm the additional invariant

PO.6 : -,(U ~W) v V =<>

can be shown to hold : First, initialization establishes PO.6. Next, statement V := V €a <x> is now

guarded by -,(U u rng(V)~W); hence -'(U ~W) holds, which is not falsified by this statement.

For the extension of U consider two cases:

Statement U, V := U u {x}, rest(V) either establishes V = <> or it does not. In the former case

we are done, and in the latter case the addition of x to V apparently did not establish

U u rng(V) ~ W (as objects were added to V afterwards), hence its addition to U does not estab

lish U ~W either (use the fact that only objects from V are added to U and V is first-in-first-out).

The validity of PO.6 now enables us to replace the guard -,(U~W) by the equivalent expression

-.(Uu rng(V)~W) v-.(V=< » :

do-'(U~W) H do-.(Uu rng(V)~W)v (V=<»

(Nb : This equivalence can be shown as follows :
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U~W

={PO.6}

U;:lW 1\ V=<>

= (rng(V) =(2) }

U U rng(V) ;:l W 1\ V =<> )

The resulting algorithm, called improved algorithm above, has the loop-structure

doBOvBI

--+ if BO --+ .

DBI--+ .

fi
od,

where BO ;;; ....,(U u rng(V)~W) and BI ;;; ....,(V=<>). Changing this structure into the

semantically equivalent one

do BO --+ .

DBI--+ .

od

we obtain as resulting algorithm from this transfonnation:

Algorithm 0 [. ]

var: U : set of objects , V: sequence of objects

val: OB~ (UV:VE n:V)

post: RO: U ~ W 1\ U consistent W.rt. val

inv: PO ;;; PO.O 1\ PO. I 1\ ••• 1\ PO.6

action: U, V:= 0, < >; {PO}

do-'(Uu rng(V)~W)

--+ Let x : x E OB \ U u rng(V» ;

if rng(args(x»!; U u rng(V) --+ V := V ED <x>

o-'(rng(args(x» !; U U rng(V»)--+ skip

fi {PO}
o....,(V=<»

--+ Let x : x =first (V);

val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x») ;

U, V:= U u (xl, rest(V) {PO}

od (PO 1\ U u rng(V) ~ W 1\ V =<> , hence RO }

o
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As Algorithm 0 will be used as a starting-point for the derivation of all other algorithms. let us

have a closer look at it.

Although its detail-list is depicted empty, the algorithm can be regarded to satisfy a number of

details already, e.g.

i) "a semantic function uses all of its arguments".

This problem-detail is reflected in the definition of consistency and, as a consequence, in the

fact that the evaluation of an object is allowed only if all of its arguments have previously

been evaluated. Weakening this restriction, one may think of semantic functions like

becoming of interest, where C(xo) is a boolean expression in terms of Xo and!o and!l are

functions in terms of Xl respectively X2. Dependent on the result of C (xo), the outcome can

be determined without having evaluated either Xl or x2.

ii) "no object may be evaluated more than once".

This algorithm detail is hidden in invariants PO.3 and PO.S; it can be regarded as an "optim

izing" detail, although efficiency is only a relative notion in the context of nondeterminism

and partial correctness.

iii) "objects are selected/evaluated in isolation".

By this we mean that objects cannot be evaluated "simultaneously" in groups (using some

iterative process), which would be especially interesting in case the evaluation structure Q
is circular: Under certain condition it would then be possible to assign a value to mutually

dependent objects in a consistency-preserving way.

The weakest condition (problem detail) that guarantees the existence of a solution to the evalua

tion problem probably is, that objects should not be mutually dependent via conflicting semantic

rules.

Wanting to use algorithm 0 (and algorithms derived from it) with one-by-one evaluation, we shall

have to settle for a stronger condition, e.g. that objects should not be mutually dependent at all,

Le. Q is noncircular.

(Namely, it is easy to see that algorithm 0 cannot possibly select, let alone evaluate, an object X

that entangled in a circular dependency (Le. X~ x): The precondition to the addition of X to

V implies

(Ay::y-n =>YE Uurng(V».

Continuing this argument we find that in the end x E U u mg(V) should hold prior to the addi

tion of x to V, Le. x must be selected (and may even be evaluated) before it can be selected.)

From the above it follows that Algorithm 0 cannot be the most general solution to the evaluation

problem, however for the time being let us regard it as general enough (as it promises to be a

starting-point for the derivation of a fair amount of evaluation algorithms).
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Finally note that, even if Q is noncircular, Algorithm 0 still need not tenninate, viz. if the

mechanism ("demon") which is responsible for making the nondetenninistic choices stubbornly

keeps making wrong choices. (For instance if it tries to select the same not-evaluatable object

over and over again.) Thus, there are two reasons for non-terminating behaviour, and since we

want to arrive at totally correct algorithms our future efforts (Chapter 3) should, among other

things, be directed towards the removal of both of them.

2.2 Derived solutions

Looking at Algorithm 0, two ways to proceed immediately strike the eye: The selection and

evaluation of objects could be separated in the sense that evaluation of objects may not start until

sufficiently many objects have been selected first, or these activities could be merged by making

sure that an object is evaluated immediately after it is selected.

The corresponding transfonnations will be carried out in subsections 2.2.0 respectively 2.2.1.

Neither of these transfonnations fits into the frameworK described in subsection 1.0.0, yet we feel

sufficiently confident about the (partial) correctness of the resulting algorithms. (Of course, an

independent correctness-proof could also be given, if desired.)

2.2.0 Separating the selection and evaluating of objects

Impose the following restriction:

Restriction A : Evaluation of objects is postponed until sufficiently many objects have

been selected.

o

Observing that U reflects the set of evaluated objects and U u rng(V) equals the set of all thus

far selected objects, restriction A can immediately be translated into the following invariant for

the desired algorithm :

PO.?: U=0 v U U rng(V)~ w.

The initialization U , V := 0, <> establishes PO.?

Execution of the first alternative of the loop in Algorithm 0 cannot falsify PO.? as it merely brings

about an extension of rng (V); execution of the second alternative, however, violates assertion

U =0 and therefore we better make sure that U u rng(V) ~ W holds beforehand (this being in

invariant condition to the second alternative).

The way to achieve this is by replacing
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O"",,(V=<»HO.....,(V=<» /\ (Vurng(V)~W).

First of all check that this replacement (strengthening of the guard) is indeed allowed in the sense

that the invariant-plus-negation-of-the-guards still implies postcondition RO. (The fact that it does

should come as no surprise, as V u rng(V) ~ W is simply the negation of the guard of the first

alternative of the do-statement.)

The above replacement ensures the invariance ofPO.7.

In addition, as a textual improvement we can now leave out variable V from fonnulae "..... u V"

everywhere inside the first loop-alternative; namely the validity of

PO.7 /\ .....,(Vurng(V)~W) ~ V=0

justifies the assertion V = 0 immediately after the guard of this alternative, and this condition is

not falsified thereafter. This leads us to

Algorithm 0* . (action only)

action:

V, V := 0, < >; {PO}

do .....,(Vurng(V)~W) {V=0}

-+ Let x: x E OB \rng(V);

if rng(args(x)) ~ rng(V) -+ V := V ED <x>

o"""(rng(args(x)) ~ rng(V)) -+ skip

fi {PO}

o """(V=< » /\ (V u rng(V)~W)

-+ Let x : x =first(V) ;

val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x))) ;

V, V:= V u {x} , rest(V) {PO}

od {RO}

o

Like in Section 2.1 we could be satisfied with the solution derived until now, which is undoubt

edly (partially) correct and meets restriction A. However, the resulting program-text is a rather

obscure fl?presentation of what has really happened: By the new guard, viz.

.....,(V =< » /\ (V u rng(V) ~W), the condition V u rng(V) ~ W holds as a precondition to the

execution of the second alternative of the repetition. This, now, is a stable predicate to the algo

rithm and in addition it negation guards the first loop-alternative.

Thus the first alternative is never chosen after the second one has been chosen once, Le. the alter

natives arc executed in strict succession.

To express this fact explicitly, the single loop of algorithm 0* can be turned into two separate

loops. However, this kind of transformation is not covered by the correctness-preserving tech

nique of Section 1.0.0; therefore we shall discuss it in a tentative way that, although probably

capable of improvement, is believed to be convincing enough. Algorithm 0* is taken as a
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starting-point and PO denotes PO.O /\ .. , /\ PO.?

i) Changing the single loop into two separate loops we obtain:

U. V:=0, <>; {PO/\U=0}

do""'(Uu rng(V)~W)~ SO {PO /\ U =0} od;

{ PO /\ U =0 /\ U U rng(V) ~ W}

do-,(V=<» /\ (Uu rng(V)~W) ~ Sl {PO /\ U u rng(V) ~ W} od

(PO /\ V =<> /\ U u rng(V) ~ W ,hence RO}

(here, and in the sequel. SO and Sl stand for the statement-sequences inside the alternatives;

they are not subject to changes.) Justification of assertions: As PO was invariant to both

loop-alternatives in Algorithm 0*, and executing the alternatives in strict succession was

already among the possibilities there, PO holds as indicated. The assertions above also

reflect the fact that U =°holds as an invariant to the first loop and U u rng(V) ~ W does

to the second one (as can be easily checked).

ii) Due to the invariance of U =° respectively U u rng(V) ;;;;? W for the first and second loop,

each one of the guards may now be simplified:

U, V := 0, < >; {PO /\ U = 0}

do -'(rng(V);;;2 W) ~ SO {PO /\ U =0} od;

{PO /\ U =l2J /\ U u rng(V);;;;? W}

do -,( V=< » ~ Sl {PO /\ U u rng(V);;;2 W} od

{PO /\ V =< > /\ U U rng(V) ;;;;? W , hence RO }

iii) Having removed U from the first loop cntirely, its initialization may be postponed (so as to

get a more complete separation of concerns). This of course restricts the number of invari

ants that apply to the first loop (as variable U has no meaning yet). We present the follow

ing as a final solution:

Algorithm 1. [. A ]

var: U: set of objects ,V : sequence of objects

val : OB~ (UV: V E Q: V)

post: Rl.O: Ql/\ rng(V);;;2 W (first loop)

Rl.I : U;;;;? W /\ U consistent w.r.t. val (second loop)

inv: QI == Ql.O /\ Q1.1 /\ Q1.2 ,where

Ql.O : rng(V) ~ OB

Q1.1 : (A i ,j : 1$ i < j $ length(V) : V.i :;t: V.j)

Q1.2: (A Vo, VI' x: V= Vo E9 <x> E9 VI: rng(args(x»~rng(Vo»

PI == Pl.O /\ . . . /\ P1.5 ,where

Pl.O: U ~ OB /\ U consistent w.r.t val
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PLI : U = dom(val)

Pl.2 : (A Vo, VI, x: V = V0 Ee <x> Ee VI: rng(args(x)) <;;. U v rng(Vo))

P1.3 : U () rng(V) =0

. PIA: -.(U ~W) v V = <>

PI.5: U V rng(V) ~ W

action: V:= <> ; {QI}

do -'(rng(V) ~ W)

~ Let x : x E OB\rng(V);

if rng(args(x)) <;;. rng(V) ~ V := V Ee <x>

o-'(rng(args(x)) <;;. rng(V)) ~ skip

fi {QI}

od; {R1.0}

U := 0; {PI 1\ Q1.0 1\ QU}

doV*<>
~ Let x : x = first(V) ;

val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x))) ;

U, V :=U v {x} ,rest(V) {PI 1\ Q1.0 1\ QU}

od {PI 1\ Q1.0 1\ Ql.I 1\ V = <> , hence RU}

n

Notes

i) One may wonder whether fonnulae Q1.0 and QU are required as invariants for the second

loop. We suggest that they are indeed, because without them the invariance of P1.3 and

PI.O (first conjunct) cannot be proved. On the other hand the fact that they are needed is not

surprising at all: As, at any moment, the contents of U fully depends on the (ex-) contents of

V, one may expect to need some properties of V in order to be able to prove properties about

U.

ii) In view of the strong (textual) resemblance between algorithm 0 and algorithm I there may

be a way to derive the latter algorithm from the fonner which is shorter than the one fol

lowed here. However, if one is satisfied with algorithm 0* as a final solution then the

amount of effort need to carry out the transfonnation seems reasonable.

o

Taking an algorithm like algorithm 1 as a starting-point for further transfonnations typically

leads to evaluation algorithms who first sort the objects of Q (using relation ~ as a criterion),

after which they are evaluated. Often all objects are involved in the ordering process, although

this is not necessary (provided that W *OB): more clever algorithms will only consider objects

that are really necessary for the evaluation of objects in W. (Le. objects y such that
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(Ex:XE W:y~ x).)

Note that during the ordering process only a modest amount of information of the object evalua

tion structure needs to be available, viz. OB, args and (possibly) W; All information concerning

the value of objects may be temporarily disposed of. This may be of interest in practice from the

viewpoint of (space-) efficiency.

2.2.1 Merging the selection and evaluation of objects

Impose the following restriction on algorithm 0:

Restriction M: Evaluation of an object is carried out together with its selection.

o
Here "together with" should be understood as "during the same iteration step as". The enforce

ment of ;- ;striction M induces a change of the loop-structure of algorithm 0, because in this algo

rithm with each iteration only one of the activities (selection or evaluation) can be performed.

Thus, local replacements will not be sufficient.

We present the following algorithm as a first algorithm in which the evaluation of objects keeps

pace with their selection. The validity of the intermediate assertions (inserted for later use) should

be obvious. PO denotes P 0.0 /\ ... /\ P 0.6, as in algorithm O.

Algorithm 0** (action only)

action

U, V := 0, <> ; {PO /\ V = <>}
do -.(U u rng(V) ~W) {PO /\ V = < > /\ -.(U U rng(V) ~W)}

~ Let x : x E OB \(Uu rng(V»;

if rng(args(x» ~ U u rng(V) ~ V := V (B <x> {PO /\ V = <x>}

o-.(rng(args(x» ~ U u rng(V» ~ skip {PO /\ V = < >}

fi; {PO/\(V=<>vV=<x»}

if-.(V=<» {PO/\ V=<x>}

~ va1(x):= func(x) (VAL(args(x»);

U, V := U u {x} , rest(V)

OV=<>

~skip

fi {PO /\ V =< >}

od {PO /\ V =< > /\ U u rng(V) ~ W , hence RO}

o
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Note that the above assertions express the fact that (PO /\ V = < » holds an invariant to Algorithm

0**. In two steps Algorithm 0** will be smoothed considerably:

i) Using the assertions observe that the effect of the second if-statement is nil except in com

bination with the first alternative of the first if-statement. The following algorithm is there

fore equivalent to Algorithm 0** :

Algorithm 0*** (action only)

action

U, V := 0, < > {PO 1\ V = < >}
do-'(U u rng(V)~W) {PO /\ V =< > /\ -,(U u rng(V)~W)}

~ Let x : x E OB \(Uu rng(V»;

if rng(args(x» ~ U U rng(V)

~ V := V EB <x> ;
val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x») ;

U, V := U U {x} , rest(V)

o-'(rng(args(x» ~ U U rng(V»

~skip

fi {PO /\ V = < >}

od {PO /\ V = < > /\ U U rng(V) ~ W , hence RO}

o
ii) Prior to any use of V in a formula lOU U rng(V)" the assertion V = < > holds. Therefore

replacement

U u rng(V) .H U (four times)

is in order. Now V has turned into a redundant variable (used only in assignments to itselt),

hence all assignments to V may be removed:

U , V := 0, < > .H U:= 0

V :=V EB <X>;
val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x»); .H val(x):= func(x) (VAL(args(x»);

U, V := U U {x} , rest(V) U := U u (x}

After removal of V from the algorithm, assertions and invariants containing V do no longer

hold. As it turns out, they may safely be discarded: The remaining invariants, PO.O and

P 0.1, (together with the negation of the guard) are still strong enough to imply R O. Final

algorithm:
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Algorithm 2. [. M]

var: U : set of objects , val: OB~ (UV: V E Q: V)

post: R2: U ~ W /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

inv: P2.0: U !:: OB /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

P2.1 : U =dom(val)

action: U:= 0; {P2}

do.....,(U~W)

~ Let x : x E OB \ U ;

if rng(args(x»!:: U ~ val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x») ;

U :=U u {x}

o.....,(rng(args(x»~ W) ~ skip

fi {P2}

od {R2}

o

Algorithm 2 will be used as a starting-point for the derivation of the algorithms in the next

chapter. Note that the actions of selecting an object (defined as: adding an object to V) and

evaluating an object (transferring it from V to U) have disappeared in their original form.

For the rest of this thesis we adopt the following convention:

Terminology - convention 2.5 If object x is chosen in statement Let x : x E OB \ U (or a

corresponding statement in what follows) then we say that x is visited, or that a visit is paid to x.

Such a visit is either successful (upon detecting rng(args(x»!:: U) or unsuccessful (otherwise).

Qearly, a visit to x may be interpreted as an attempt to evaluate x, which can be either successful

or unsuccessful.

o

Convention 2.6. The relation ~ between objects of an evaluation structure can be visual

ized by means of a directed graph. In doing so we shall draw a circle with the name of the object

in question in it and connect these circles by arrows according to relation~.

For instance, if Q contains objects x,y and z, and rng(args(x» = {y}, rng(args(y» = {y, z},

rng(args(z» = 0 then we obtain

(Note that if Q is derived from a triplet (G, t, W) using 0. as in subsection 2.0.1 (it need not be!),

then there is an immediate correspondence between graph dtg(t. G) and the drawing that belongs

to Q. We shall not make this relation precise.)

o
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3. Derivation of some demand driven algorithms

As announced before, the algorithms in this chapter all originate from algorithm 2 (Subsection

2.2.1). After introducing the notion of demand driven evaluation, the first transformation on this

algorithm serves to make it fit in with this idea. (Section 3.1). In subsequent sections the resulting

algorithm will then be molded into more practical (and hence: terminating) ones by adding both

problem- and algorithm-details to it.

3.0 Demand driven evaluation

The demand driven evaluation method embodies a particular way to limit the freedom contained

in the choice of an object to be visited (i.e. the freedom in statement Let x :x E OB \U ; recall

that it constituted one of the causes for non-terminating behavior of algorithm 2).

Underlying the method is the observation that eventually we are only interested in evaluating the

objects in W. By the consistency-requirement this may require ("demand") the evaluation of

objects outside W also: If W itself is not self-contained then it cannot be consistent W.f.t. any val.

On the other hand, (unless U =OB) possibly not all objects in OB need to be evaluated. In this

sense we discern useful and useless objects for W : a useful object for W is an object without

whose evaluation it is impossible to determine a pair (U, val) such that

U ~ W /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

holds; otherwise, of course, an object is called useless for W. The objective of any demand driven

algorithm now is to visit (and hence: evaluate) all and only the objects that are useful fOf W.

The intuitive idea of useful objects for W given above will be shown to coincide with the notion

to be introduced next (in the contex.t of the standard evaluation structure, cf. convention 2.4):

Definition 3.0 Function dep : dep E (P(OB) --+ P(OB» is defined by

dep (V) = {y lyE OB /\ (Ex :x E V: y -?l4 x)}

for all V : V ~ OB.

o
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Property 3.1

a) dep is a closure operation on OB, Le. for all V , V' : V l;; OB 1\ V' ~ OB

L V ~ dep(V)

iL dep(dep(V» =dep(V)

iii. V ~ V' :;:. dep(V) {; dep(V')

b) (AV:Vl;;OB:dep(V)=0 == V=0)

o

Theorem 3.2 For all V : V {; OB

a) dep(V) is self-contained

b) V is self-contained == V =dep(V)

c) (A V' : V' ~V 1\ V' self-contained: V' ~dep(V»

Proof (bound x E OB will be omitted throughout) :

a) x E dep(V) I\Y ~ X

~ {definition 3.D}

(Ez :ZE V:X~ z) I\Y ~x

~ {transitivity of~ }

(EZ:ZE V:y~ z)

= {definition 3.D}

Y E dep(V)

b) V=dep(V)

= {part (a) }

V =dep(V) 1\ dep(V) self-contained

~ {substitution}

V self-contained

~ {property 2.3}

(AY:YE OBI\(Ex:XE V:y~ X):YE V)

= {definition 3.D}

(Ay:y E dep(V):y E V)

= {definition of ~ }

dep(V) l;; V

= {property 3.1 (a)(i) }

V=dep(V)

c) V' ~ V 1\ V' self-contained

~ {property 3.1 (a)(iii) }

dep(V') ~ dep(V) 1\ V' self-contained

= {part (b) }

dep(V') ;;J dep(V) 1\ V' =dep(V')
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~ {substitution}

V' ;;:?dep(V)

o

Let us show (as promised) that the set dep (W) equals the set of useful objects for W; namely

(~) U;;:? W /\ U consistent W.r.t. val

~ {consistency}

U ;;;2 W /\ U self-contained

~ {theorem 3.2 (c)}

U;;;2dep(W)

(;;;2) Let the pair (U, val) be such that U;;;2 WI\ U consistent w.r.t. val. (Hence: dep(W) {.;;; U.).

Let function val' E (OB~ (UV: V En:V) be such that

dom(val') =dep(W)

(Ax :XE dom(val'):val'(x)=val(x»,

then we shall show that the pair (dep (W), val') is also a solution, i.e.

dep(W);;;2 W 1\ depeW) consistent W.r.t. val'. Thus, a solution can be found without evaluat

ing objects outside dep(W) or, stated differently, the set of useful objects for W is contained

indep(W).

Proof:

i. dep(W);;:? W is property 3.1. (a)(i)

and consistency of depeW) w.r.t. val' can be shown by

ii. self-containedness of depeW) is guaranteed by theorem 3.2 (a)

iii. depeW) ~ dom(val') by the definition of val'

iv. type- and value-conformity follow from

U consistent w.r.t. val

~ {consistency}

(Ax: x E U : val(x) E type(x) 1\ val(x) = func(x) (VAL(args(x»»

~ {depeW) I';;;; U, see above}

(Ax:x E depeW) :val(x) E type(x) 1\ val(x)=jUnc(x) (VAL(args(x»»

~ {depeW) self-contained, hence rng(args(x» I';;;; depeW)

for all x E depeW); definition of val' }

(Ax: x E dep(W): val'(x) E type(x) I\val'(x) = func(x) (VAL'(args(x»»

Imposing the demand driven property on algorithm 2 is thus accomplished by requiring that only

objects in depeW) be visited.

Note that, due to what has been proven under (;;:?), this restriction is a viable one in the sense that

it does not prohibit the existence of a consistent (U, val)-pair altogether:

If algorithm 2 had the possibility to terminate, i.e. to come up with (U, val) such that U ;;;2 W 1\ U
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consistent w.r.t. val, then so has the modified algorithm. (Be it that the latter has U =dep(W).)

This is a very important property in view of what was said in Subsection 1.0.0 under "Four

remarlcs", point (iii).

Aside remarks

i. An entirely different strategy to limit the freedom in the visiting of objects is the so-called

data-driven method. With this method the objective is to visit an evaluatable object (i.e. to

pay a successful visit) with each step of the repetition until the desired goal, viz. the evalua

tion of all objects of W, is met. Thus, the visiting of objects is guided by knowledge about

their evaluatability, rather than their usefulness for W. (Underlying this method is the obser

vation that unsuccessful visits do not get us any further in reaching the desired goal.)

We note that at our current abstract level algorithm 2 can be turned into a data driven algo

rithm by keeping the set, M say, of objects amenable to evaluation:

M = (x I x E OB Arng(args(x» ~ U }\U ,

and by visiting an object from M instead of OB\U with each step of the repetition. Initializa

tion reads

U, M := 0, (x I x E OB 1\ args(x) =<> }

and an extension of U may cause an extension ofM also.

At a more concrete level, with a number of problem details at our disposal (revealing the

interdependencies between the elements of OB), the objective may be reached by making

use of details when choosing an object to be visited.

In this thesis, we shall not go into data driven algorithms any funher.

ii. Ideally, one would like to use a mixture of the date driven method and the demand driven

one, of course: Visit only objects that are known to be evaluatable and are useful for W.

However, in general these two objectives are conflicting: As we shall see, for the demand

driven strategy to be interesting one must start visiting objects in Wand, going back on the

relation ~, try to arrive at evaluatable objects, while one must work exactly the opposite

way in case of the data driven strategy.

o

3.1 Toward a basic demand driven algorithm

Using the tenninology of the preceding section, the demand driven property can be translated into

the following restriction (to be imposed on algorithm 2) :

Restriction D. All and only the objects that are useful for W may be visited.

o
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Following the lines of the correcmess preserving technique of Subsection 1.0.0, an algorithm

meeting the above restriction will be developed in Subsection 3.1.0.

As, however, this algorithm turns out to be of little practical importance, a "better" (although less

straightforward) solution is presented in Subsection 3.1.1. The latter algorithm will then serve as
a starting-point for further transfonnations.

3.1.0 First solution

The enforcement of restriction D requires knowledge about the usefulness of objects for W. Now

introduce a variable set W' of objects with interpretation:

W' contains the objects that are useful for W and that have not been evaluated yet.

Clearly, W' contains exactly the objects that still may be visited in any algorithm meeting restric

tion D. (No re-evaluation!). Therefore the restriction can be imposed by always visiting an object

from W', instead of OB\U.

The interpretation of W' leads to the following invariant for the algorithm to be derived :

P2.2: W' =dep(W)\U .

Invariance of P2.2 is established respectively preserved by making the following additions in

algorithm 2 :

U := 0 :M U, W' := 0, depeW)

U:=Uu {xl :Mu, W:=Uu {xl, w\{xl

The resulting algorithm (omitted here) does not meet restriction D yet, of course. Therefor per

fonn the following replacement:

Let x : x E OB\U :M Let x : x E W'

Thus we obtain :

Algorithm 2* (action only)

action:

U, W' =0 , depeW);

do"" (U;;;;lW) (W' ;to, see note 0 I
~ Let x: x E W';

if rng (args (x» ~ U ~ val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x»);

U, W' :=Uu (xl, W\{xl
I]..., (rng(args(x»~ U) ~ skip

fi

od

o
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Note 0 :
...., (U ~W) 1\ n.2

~ (dep(W) ~ W , cf. property 3.1 (i) }

...., (U ;;;;/dep(W)) 1\ n.2

=(U ;;;;/ 0, hence dep(W) *- 0}

dep(W)\U *- 01\ n.2

~ {substitution}

W' *-0

This note guarantees the legality of the let-statement.

o

No variables have been made redundant, so we could take the foregoing program-text (supple

mented with invariant n.o 1\ n.l 1\ P2.2 and postcondition R2) as the endpoint of the transfor

mation. Two more steps will be taken, however, to smoothen the algorithm: In the first step

invariants and postcondition will be strengthened so as to reflect explicitly the impact of restric

tion D on the contents of U, and in the second step a small replacement will be performed in the

program-text:

i. It is easy to see that condition U l;;;; dep(W) holds as an additional invariant to algorithm 2* .

Since dep(W) l;;;; OB, we can now strengthen invariant P2.0 as

P2.0' : U l;;;; dep(W) 1\ U consistent w.r.t. val,

and as a new postcondition

Ri : U =dep(W) 1\ U consistent w.r.t val

is valid, namely:

P2.0'1\ U ~ W

= {}
U ~ W 1\ U l;;;; dep(W) 1\ U consistent w.r.t val

~ {theorem 3.2 (c) ; U l;;;; dep(W) }

U =dep(W) 1\ U consistent w.r.t val

ii. Guard ....,(U~W) may be replaced by the equivalent expression W' *- 0 :

do ....,(U~W) H do W' *- 0 .

On account of note 0 above, the following suffices to show the equivalence:

U ~ W 1\ P2.0' 1\ P2.2

~ {definition of consistency }

U ~W 1\ U self-(;ontained 1\ P2.2

~ {theorem 3.2 (c) }
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U ~ dep (W) 1\ P2.2

= {definition of \}

dep(W)\U =0/\ P2.2
~ {substitution }

W'=0

All in all we obtain as a final algorithm :

Algorithm 3 [. MDl

var: U • W' : set of objects

val: OB-r (UV:Ve Q:V)

post: R3 : U =depew) /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

inv: P3.0 : U ~ depeW) /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

P3.1 : U =dom(val)

P3.2 : W' =dep(W)\U

action: U. W' := 0. dep(W); {P3.0 /\ P3.1 /\ P3.2}
do W' :#- 0

-+ Let x : x E W' ;

if rng (args (x») ~ U -+ val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x))) ;

u. W' := U u {x}, W\{x}

o-'(rng(args(x) ~U) -+ skip

fi {P3.0 /\ P3.1/\ P3.2}

od {R3}

o

The snag in this algorithm. which makes it uninteresting to use as a basis for further transforma

tions, is of course the initialization W' := depeW). Any reasonable implementation of this state

ment will result in a lengthy search process on the objects of Q.
Moreover, if we do have to determine depeW) beforehand, then we may as well do it in such a

way so as to obtain an evaluation order for depeW) right away, for instance by recording the ele

ments in a sequence, ordered via relation -+.
But in that case we are really deriving algorithms subject to restriction A (cf. Section 2.2.0).

The algorithm to be presented next is much more appealing in this respect: It starts off with an

easy to determine amount of information in W' and the contents of this set is gradually extended

during the computation, if required.
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3.1.1 Second solution

Introduce a variable set W' of objects with interpretation:

All objects in W' are useful for W and have not been evaluated yet.

Translating this interpretation into a (desired) invariant propeny, we obtain

P2.3 : W' ~ dep(W)\U .

(For use in what follows we note that P2.3 is equivalent with W' ~ dep(W) /\ W' (") U =0.)

P2.3 allows a great deal of freedom in the initialization for W' : any subset of dep(W) will do

(recall that initialization of U reads U := 0).

As it turns out, W' := W is an attractive and simple choice (attractive in the sense that it gives rise

to sufficiently strong additional invariants).

(note: the choice W' := 0, which is even simpler, is not viable in view of the statement

Let x: x E W' -Le. the substitute for Let x: x E OB\U- to be encountered.)

The following assignments to W' will be added to algorithm 2, so as to establish and preserve the

validity ofP2.3 :

U := 0 }-+ U, W' := 0, W

U:=Uu {x} }-+U, W' :=Uu {x}, W\{x}

Our next concern is to make the resulting algorithm (omitted here) obey restriction D. The pro

peny that only objects useful for W may be visited is achieved by replacing:

Let x : x E OB\U}-+ Let x : x E W'

But how about the propeny that they may all be visited?

W' is initialized at W and during the computation it only shrinks, hence this requirement is only

met ifW =dep(W) holds (Le. W is self-contained, according to theorem 3.2 (b». In general, how

ever, this is not the case and hence (in order to meet the requirement) it must be possible to

extend W' with (fresh) useful objects now and then, of course under invariance of P2.3. This last

stipulation means that candidates for insenion with W' are objects y such that

y E dep(W) /\ y e U. Such objects are at our disposal with the second alternative of the if-elause:

There x E dep(W) holds, hence also rng(args(x» ~ dep(W) and, in addition, by the guard

-.(rng(args(x» ~U) holds. The objects contained in the (non-empty) set rng(args(x»\U are

therefore amenable for insertion in W', and we replace:

skip}-+ W' := W' u subset (rng(args(x»\U) ,

where the subset-operator is defined to deliver a non-empty subset of the set is has as its argu

ment; it may (and will) therefore only be applied if such a non-empty subset exists.
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(Note 0: it may be tempting to add the entire set rng(args(x))\U to W' right away. In doing so,

however, we would exclude the derivation of interesting algorithms still to come.

Note 1: check that the above replacement suffices to make all useful objects for W visitable: ini

tially W' =W holds, and by going back on the argument-lists (starting from objects in W)

the entire set depeW) can be reached. Whether this goal is actually achieved of course still

depends on the kindness of the mechanism controlling the various non-deterministic actions

(Nb.: The fact that the entire depeW) must be visitable immediately stems from what was

shown on Section 3.0 : if not, then surely no consistent (U, val)-pair can be found.))

All in all we arrive at the following algorithm (meeting both restriction D and P2.3) :

Algorithm 2** (action only)

action:

U, W' :=0, W ~

do -'(U;;;;l W) {W' *0, see note 1 }

~ Let x : x E W' ~

if rng(args(x)) l;;;; U ~ val(x) :=func(x) (VAL(args(x)));

U, W:=Uu {x}, W\{x}

o-.(rng(args(x)) l;;;; U) ~W' := W' u subset (rng(args(x))\U)

fi

od

f]

For this algorithm, the following additional invariants can easily be seen to hold (use P2.3):

P2.4: U l;;;; depew)

n.5: U u W' ~ W

Notel: We prove -.(U~W) == W' *0 :

(~ ) : -'(U~W) 1\ P2.5

~ {P2.5}

W' *0

( ¢: ): U ~ W 1\ P2.0 1\ P2.3

~ {consistency}

U ~ W 1\ U self-contained 1\ P2.3

~ {theorem 3.2 (c) ; definition of\}

dep(W)\U =0 1\ n.3
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:¢ {P2.3}

W' =0

o

Like in the preceding subsection, no variables have been made redundant, so the remainder of the

transformation amounts to cleaning up the algorithm :

First, replace guard ~(U~W) by its equivalent W' *0.

Second, invariants and postcondition will be smoothened and strengthened as follows:

Consider the alternative formulation for P2.3 (beginning or this subsection). Taking its first con

junct together with P2.4 we obtain U u W' l;;;; dep(W). The latter formula will be combined with

P2.5 from now on; the resulting conjunction is denoted in shorthand notation as
W ~ U u W' ~ dep(W), and will -in its turn- be used to replace condition U l;;;; OB in P2.0.

All in all we arrive at the following set of invariants for our new algorithm :

P4.0: W l;;;; U U W' ~ dep(W) /\ U consistent w.r.t val

P4.1 : U =dom(val)

P4.2 : U n W' =0

which (together with the negation of the guard) justify

R4: U = dep(W) /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

as a postcondition, namely:

P4.0: /\ W' =0

{substitution}

W l;;;; U /\ U l;;;; dep(W) /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

{theorem 3.2 (c) on first and third conjunct}

U ~ dep(W) /\ U l; dep(W) /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

= { }
U =dep(W) /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

Final algorithm :

Algorithm 4 [. MD ]

var: U , W' : set of objects

val : OB T (UV: V E (2: V)

post: R4 : U =depGV) /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

inv: P4 == P4.0 /\ P4.1/\ P4.2 (see above)
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action:
U , W· := 0, W; {P4}

doW' *0
--+ Let x : x E W· ;

if rng(args(x» ~ U --+ val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x») ;

U, W· :=Uu {xl, W\{x}

IJ -.(rng(args(x» ~U) --+ W· := W' u subset (rng(args(x»\W

fi {P4)

od {R4}

o
Terminology-convention 3.3. If during a visit to x the second alternative of the if-clause

happens to be chosen then statement W' := W' u subset (rng(args(x»\U) is executed, and we say

that the subset-operator is invoked for x. Also. if an invocation of the subset-operator for x

delivers (among others) object y (hence: y E rng(args(x»\U) then y is tracedfrom x (or: y is

traced starting from x). The addition "from x" intends to stress the fact that the choice of y is a

consequence of its occurrence in args(x). (Note that y may occur in the argument-list of objects

other than x also.)

I]

3.2 Restricting the visiting of objects

The aim of this section is the imposition of

Restriction V. Objects are visited in a last-in-first-out manner (with respect to W,>.

o
The reason for preferring last-in-first-out behavior to, say, first-in-first-out is obvious: If a visit to

object x is paid (Le. x is selected from W'), and it is unsuccessful, then a number of arguments of

x are added to W'. and the intention is of course to visit (Le. to try and evaluate) these arguments

before visiting x itself again.

A first step to the enforcement of restriction V is the introduction of a stack of objects, called S. to

model the contents of W' when subject to the restriction.

However, it is impossible to have a one-to-onc correspondence between the objects in W' and in

S, because (with the current amount of nondeterminism) it may be unavoidable that S contains

multiple occurrences of some object x (whereas set (!) W' doesn't). Consider for instance



<z,x,y> 0

<z,x,y.x> 0

<z,x,y> {x}

<z, x> {x, y}

<z> {x, y}

<> {x,y,z}
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Example 3.4. Let OB consist of three objects x , y and z as follows:

andletW= {z}.

Following algorithm 4. where W' (or: S) behaves like a stack the contents of 5 and U may look

like (after initialization and after subsequent iteration steps) :

a) 5: <z> U: 0

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

Once we have situation b), the double occurrence of x in situation c) is unavoidable, because oth

erwise object y could never be evaluated (the x-occurrence below y is unreachable and hence use
less).

o

Due to this multiple occurrences of an object x the operation "5 := POP(5)" would not be a

correct implementation of "w' := W\{x}" and (the counterpart of) invariant 4.2 may be falsified.

The way out is to represent W' by 5 according to the rule (presented as an additional invariant) :

P4.3 : W' =rng(5)\U.

Also, for use in what follows we shall maintain

P4.4 : 5 =<> cor TOP(5) ~ U.

To enforce the validity of P4.3 and P4.4 we now make the following additions and replacements

in algorithm 4 (replacements are necessary to limit the freedom present in "Let x: x E W''') :

i) U. W' := 0, W H U, W' • 5 := 0, W. <> ;
for 00 : 00 E W -+ PUSH(5, 00) rof

ii) Consider Let x : x E W'. In view of restriction V, P4.3 and the nature of5 (stack), this state

ment must be replaced by selection of the top-most object x in 5 such that x ~ U. By P4.4

the object TOP(5) satisfies this condition (note that 5 '* <» and we replace

Let x : x E W' H Let x : x =TOP(5) .
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iii) Statement U , W' := U u {x} , X\{x} does not affect the validity of P4.3. However, addi

tion of x (Le.TOP(S» to U falsifies P4.4. The latter can be restored by

U, W' :=Uu {x}, W\{x} H U, W' :=Uu {x}, W\{x};

do S -:I: <> cand TOP(S) e U

~S :=POP(S)

od

iv) W':= W' u subset (rng(args(x»\U) H
Let Y : Y =subset (rng(args(x»\U) ;

W' := W' u Y ; for y : y e Y ~ PUSH(S, y) rof

As intemediate algorithm we obtain

Algorithm 4* . (action only)

action:

U, W', S :=o, W, <>; for roe W ~PUSH(S, ro)rof;

do W' -:1:0 (TOP(S) E U}

~ Let x : x = TOP(S) ;

if rng(args (x» !; U ~ val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x») ;

U, W' :=U u {x}, W\{x};

do S -:I: < > cand TOP(S) E U ~ S := POP(S) od

o-'(rng(args(x» ~U) ~ Let Y : Y =subset (rng(args(x»\U) ;

W' := W' u Y; for y : y e Y ~ PUSH(S, y) rof

fi

od

o

To complete the transfonnation step, variable W' must be removed (both from program-text and

invariants). The only place where W' is actually used is in the guard W' -:I: o. By P4.3 this is

equivalent to rng(S)\U -:I: o, which in its turn is equivalent to rng(S) -:I: o; namely

rng(S)\U -:1:0

::;> { definition of \}

rng(S) -:1:0

::;> {P4.4}

TOP(S)E U

::;> {definition of \}

rng(S)\U -:1:0
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Thus, guard W '# 0 can be replaced by the equivalent fonn S '# < >, thereby making W' redun

dant in the program-text. Also, using P4.3 the invariants can be rewritten, and we obtain as a final
algorithm :

Algorithm 5 [. MDV]

var: U : set of objects, S : stack of objects ,

val : OB~ (U V: V en: V)

post: RS : U =dep(W) /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

inv: P5 == ps.O /\ P5.1 /\ P5.2, where

P5.0 : W l;;; U U rng(S) ~ dep(W) /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

P5.1 : U =dom(val)

P5.2 : S = <> cor TOP(S) fl!! U

action:

U , S := 0 , < > ; for 00 : 00 e W -+ PUSH(S, 00) rof; {P5}

doS '# <>

-+ Let x: x = TOP(S) ;

if rng(args(x» ~ U -+ val(x) := june(x) (VAL(args(x») ;

U:=U u {x};

do S '# <> cand TOP(S) E U

-+ S := POP(S)

od

o-'(rng(args(x»~U) -+ Let Y : Y =subset (rng(args(x»\U) ;

for y : y e Y -+ PUSH(S, y) rof
fi {P5}

od {RS}

o

Notes

i) Observe that P5.0 contains expression U u rng(S) instead of the equivalent fonn·

U u (rng(S)\U). Also, U r. (rng(S)\U) = 0, i.e. the counterpart of P4.2, has been omitted

as an invariant

ii) The introduction of P4.4 as an additional invariant enables the replacement of W' '# 0 by

S '# < >. Without P4.4 it is impossible to prove the equivalence

rng(S)\U '# 0 == rng(S) '# 0 and we can only replace W' '# 0 by rng(S)\U '# 0. The latter

expression, however, is not allowed in our algorithms as -in general- its truth cannot be

decided without inspecting the contents of POP(S), while we adopt the convention that

(apart from a nil-test) a stack is only provided with operations concerning its top-element.

o
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3.3 Termination and detection of circularities

In adding (to algorithm 5) a tool for detecting -and responding to- circularly dependent objects

we shall deviate from Jookers' method, as the latter seems to lead to a needlessly complex

treatise. In particular, the problem lies in the requirement to express relations between old an new

variables in a number of invariants. These relations cannot be fixed without introducing addi

tional variables (revealing the internal structure of S), which is dissatisfying, as it leads to a sub

stantial increase in proof obligations. Things get even more dissatisfying when it tums out that

eventually the relations are not needed to carry out the transfonnation step (Le. to impose the

detection method). (The latter is caused by the fact that the transfonnation step only amounts to

adding new variables (plus assignments to them), whereas relations between old and new vari

ables become of importance once replacements must be made (cf. Subsection 1.0.0.).)

Therefore, we shall go about by introducing new variables and carrying out the transfonnation

step without having made relations between old and new variables explicit.

The organization of this section is as follows : In Subsection 3.3.0 a circularity detection method

is applied to algorithm 5, yielding algorithm 6 which behaves exactly like algorithm 5, except

that it tenninates its activities in case a circular dependency is detected. It will be shown that

algorithm 6 is a properly tenninating algorithm and, provided dep(W) is free from circularly

dependent objects, so is algorithm 5.

In Subsection 3.3.1 we present as algorithm 7 an algorithm that is equivalent to algorithm 6 in its

operation, but that has smoother program text. In Subsection 3.3.2 a particular implementation of

algorithm 7 is presented by changing the representation of some of its variables.

The resulting algorithm is also linked to an algorithm known from literature. Fmally, in Subsec

tion 3.3.3 we shall do away with the existence of circularities by simply demanding that they do

not occur. From that moment on, all algorithms derived will be totally correct.

3.3.0 A method for detecting circularities

Introduce a set of objects V and (by adding assignments to V) transform algorithm 5 into

Algorithm 5* (action only)

action:

U ,S := l2J, <> ; for co : co E W ~ PUSH(S, co) rof;

if S *< >~ V := {TOP(S)} 0 S = <>~ V := l2J fi ;
doS:F- <>

~ Let x : x =TOP(S) ;
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if rng(args(x» ~ U ~ val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x») ;

U, V:=Uu {x}, V\{x};

do S *' < > cand TOP(S) E U
~ :=POP(S)

od;

ifS *' <>~ V := V u {TOP(S) }

OS= <> ~skip

fi

o""(rng(args(x»~U) ~ Let Y : Y=subset (rng(args(x»\U) ;

for y : y E Y~ PUSH(S, y) rof;

V:= V u {TOP(S)}

fi

od

o
(As announced before, we choose not to make the relation between V and old variables explicit at

this point. However, for the sake of completeness and to reveal the heuristics that led us to intro

duce the particular set V, we shall present the relations we have in mind at the end of this subsec

tion.)

It should be apparent that for algorithm 5* the following invariant properties hold:

P5.3: Un V=0

P5.4 : S =<> cor TOP(S) E V

(Note that P5.3 and P5.4 together imply P5.2.)

In addition, we have (not only as a loop invariant, but everywhere) :

P5.5 : (Ay :y E OB :y ~ V v

(Ei : l~ i~ length(S):

S· i =y /\(Aj : i <j~ length(S): S· j~ y)

)

).

P5.5 states that for each object y in V, y appears at a certain position in S and such, that it depends

on all objects that occur at a higher position in S.

The validity ofP5.5 will be shown as follows:

i) The addition of TOP(S) to V (three times) does not affect PS.5 as

S·length(S) =TOP(S) /\(Aj: length(S) <j~ length(S): S· j~ TOP(S»

holds.

ii) Concurrent assignment U , V := U u {x} , V\ {x} establishes x ~ V.
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iii) Popping an object, say r, during the inner do-loop is hannless; For r itself r ~ V holds as a

precondition (use P5.3), and for an arbitrary other object y

either y ~ V holds, which is not falsified

or S· k =y A(Aj:k <jS length(S): s· j~ y) holds for some

k : 1S k < length(S), which is not falsified either : the k-th element is not popped as
k < length(S) and the domain of the universal quantification only shrinks.

iv) Consider the for-statement. Prior to its execution x = TOP(S) holds, say x = S • I, where

I = length(S). All objects y added to S during the for-statement are arguments of x, hence as
far as x is concerned

S.I=xA(Aj:l<jSt':S.j~ x)

holds afterwards, where ( is the new value of length(S).

For an arbitrary other object y :

either y ~ V, which is not falsified

or S • k =Y A (Aj :k < j S I :S • j~ y) holds beforehand for a certain k : 1S k < I,

so that especially x~ y (as S• 1=x) holds beforehand.

Transitivity of -+ then yields that afterwards

S.k=YA(Aj:k<jSt':S.j~ y)

holds.

P5.5 enables us to detect the presence of a circularity in rng(S) -and hence in dep(W)- : Ifduring

the for-statement an object y is pushed on S for which y E V holds, then P5.5 justifies the conclu

sion y~ y. Such a detection will be signalled via a new boolean variable eire; This variable

will then be used to terminate the activities of the algorithm in a "standard" manner:

Algorithm 6. (action only)

action:

U , S , cire := 0, < > , false; for 00 : c.o E W -+ PUSH(S, 00) rof;

if S ¢ < > -+ V := (TOP(S)} I] s = < > -+ V := 0 fi ;
do S ¢ < > 1\ -, cire

-+ Let x : x =TOP(S) ;

if rng(args(x» k U -+ val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x») ;

U, V:=Uu {x}, V\{x};

do S -:F- < > cand TOP(S) E U

-+ S:= POP(S)

od;

ifS -:F- < > -+ V := V u (TOP(S)}

oS =< > -+ skip

fi
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0...., (rng(args(x» ~U) -+ Let Y : Y =subset (rng(args(x»\U) ;

fory:yEY

-+ PUSH(S, y);

ify ~ V -+ skip 0Y E V -+ circ :=tIUe fi
rof;
V := V u (TOP(S)}

fi
od

o

Claim: Algorithm 6 tenninates and the number of iteration steps is bounded by

2 *# (dep(W» + 1.
Proof: We shall show that each iteration step (possibly except for the last one) causes an

increase of the number #(UuV)+#(U). As both U and V are bound by dep(W) (and hence:

#(U u V) as well as #(U) is at most # (dep(W»), this proves the claim. Here we go:

With an execution of the first alternative of the main if-clause an object x, x E V /\ X ~ U, (on

account of P5.4 /\ P5.2) is transferred from V to U, which brings about an increase of #(U) by

one while #(Uu V) remains unchanged. Then, the (current) object TOP(S) may be added to V,

where TOP(S) ~ U due to the guard of the preceding do-loop. This either causes #(U U V) to

increase by one (viz. if TOP(S) ~ V holds prior to execution) or causes no change whatsoever

(otherwise).

As for an execution of the second alternative of the if-clause distinguish between two cases :

i) None of the objects pushed on S during the for-loop is an element of V (Le. of the small if

clause within the for-loop always the first alternative is chosen). In that case an object y,

y ~ (U u V), is added to V so that #(U u V) increases by one while #(U) remains

unchanged. (The object y in question is the last one pushed on S during the for-loop; Note

that it is well defined as the subset-operator does not deliver the empty set)

ii) At least one of the objects pushed on S during the for-loop is an element of V. Then circ is

given the value true and the iteration step concerned at the same time is the last step.

o

Thanks to the claim the following conclusions can be drawn :

i) In case of a circular dependency within dep(W) no regular tennination (i.e. due to S = <»
is possible and hence tennination is caused by the tIUe-setting of circ. From this we infer

that the detection method introduced here is sufficiently powerful to discover any circular

ity. As, conversely, variable circ does not receive the value tIUe on wrong grounds (no

"false alann tl
) we conclude that the cases in which circ causes tennination and in which a

circularity occurs within dep(W) coincide.
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ii) Assume giventhe fact that no circularity occurs within dep(W). On account of (i) variable

circ then plays no role for the tennination of algorithm 6. In that case algorithm 6 and algo

rithm 5 are equivalent in their operation and the conclusion is justified that -in absence of

circularities- algorithm 5 is a totally correct algorithm. (Note that its partial correctness is

guaranteed by construction.)

iii) Algorithm 6 meets a somewhat different specification than preceding algorithms, namely its

postcondition reads

(cire = (Ex :XE dep(W):x~ x»

1\ (eire v (U =dep(W) 1\ U consistent w.r.t. val» .

The fonnulation of algorithm 6 concludes the transfonnation step. Let us finally make the rela

tion between V and S explicit, thereby revealing the heuristics that led to V's introduction. The

idea is based on the observation that -in algorithm 5 -all objects pushed on S during (an execution

of) the second alternative of the if-clause are argwnents of the object x immediately below them

on S (and, in addition, x has not been evaluated yet). Thus it appears that S can be regarded to

consist of a number of sub-sequences ("sub-stacks") So, SI, ... ,S,,_I (n ~ 0) such that

(i) (Ai: 1S; i < n : (Ay :y E rng(Sj): y ~TOP(Sj_l)))

(ii) (Ai: OS; i < n :TOP(Sj) ~ U)

(where, rather than following from the above reasoning, TOP(S,,_I) ~ U is implied by PS.2 if

S *" <>, i.e. n > 0).

Using the transitivity of~,

(Ai,j :OS; i <j <n: (Ay:y E rng(Sj):Y~ TOP(Sj»)

can immediately be derived from (i), from which it follows that the set {TOP(S;) lOS; i < n -I}

is of interest for the detection of circularities (in the sense explained immediately before algo

rithm 6).

Now what we have done is keeping V such that V = {TOP(Sj) I OS; i < n} holds. (The ele

ment TOP(S,,_I) is included in V for "technical" reasons; see statement (ii) at the end of Subsec

tion 3.3.1.) Somewhat more detailed, the following invariant property holds for algorithm 5* :

P:(En, SO,SI, ... ,S,,_I:n~OI\S=SoEDSIED'" EDS,,_I:

n=Ov(n >Ol\rng(Soh;;W)

1\ (Ai :OS;i <n :Sj*"<»

1\ (Ai: OS; i < n :TOP(Sj) ~ U)

1\ (Ai: IS; i <n: (Ay:y E rng(Sj):y ~TOP(Sj_I»)

1\ V = {TOP(Sj) I OS; i < n }

)

which can be proved by actually adding assignments to n and the Sj.
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Note: In a lookers-like transfonnation, variables V, n and the Sj should be introduced

explicitly, and assignments to them should be inserted in algorithm 5, after which an invariant

similar to P (namely: without quantification over n and the Sj) can be proved to hold. One could

then for instance proceed by introducing eire and deriving an algorithm that is equal to our algo

rithm 6, except for assignments to n and the Sj. Finally, observing that n and the Sj act as redun

dant variables (i.e. are used only in assignments to themselves), they can be removed from the

program-text again, yielding our algorithm 6 (with invariant P, however).

To us, this seems too laborious.

o

3.3.1 An alternative for algorithm 6

By a transfonnation based on "operational grounds", algorithm 6 will be converted into a more

elegant, though equivalent. algorithm as follows:

At initialization and concluding each alternative of the main if-clause there is a statement adding

the object currently on top of S to V. As the object which is on top of S at the end of a step (cq.

the initialization) is still on top of S at the beginning of the next step (eq. first step) we suggest

that the statements referred to above can be combined and moved to the beginning of the loop

body, yielding:

Algorithm 7 (action only)

action:

u , S , V , cire := 0, < > , 0, false ; for ro : ro E W -+ PUSHeS, ro) rof;

do S :I: <> 1\ -.cire

-+ Let x : x =TOP(S) ; V:= Vu {x} ;

if rng(args(x» \;; U -+ val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x))) ;

U, V:=Uu {x}, V\ {x};

do S :I: <> cand TOP(S) E U
-+ S := POP(S)

od

o-.(rng(args(x» \;; U) -+ Let Y : Y =subset(rng(args(x»\U) ;

for y : y E Y

-+ PUSHeS, y);

iry ~ V -+ skip

DYE V -+ eire :=true

fi

ror

fi

od

o
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Without discussing them in detail. we make the following statements :

i) In algorithm 7. V has the (operational) interpretation:

V contains the objects that have been visited and that are not yet evaluated.

ii) It is fairly easy to see that P5.3 and P5.5 still hold for algorithm 7. P5.4. however. does not

longer hold: It cannot be asserted whether TOP(S) is in V or not

As a consequence. V cannot be linked to S via a relation similar to P (p. 55); We can only

get as far as

{TOP(Sj) I O:s; i < n - I} ~ V ~ {TOP(Sj) I O:s; i < n} .

iii) For algorithm 7. the tennination argument (and together with that the correctness proof for

the circularity detection method) is less elegant than the one for algorithm 6 (cf. the claim

on p.54 ). Actually. this was the reason for deriving algorithm 6 first (instead of deriving

algorithm 7 right away).

3.3.2 An implementation ofalgorithm 7

In algorithm 7 each object belongs to exactly one of the following sets :

the set of evaluated objects U

the set of visited but not-yet-evaluated objects V

the set of objects that are not visited (and hence not evaluated) OB \ (U U V).

Therefore U and V can be implemented by a variable. three-valued function mark

mark: E (OB ~ {e. v. f} ) such that

{

e ifxE U

mark:(x) = v if x E V

f ifx E OB\(UuV)

for all X : x E OB.

Assignments to mark: can be inserted in algorithm 7. after which U and V may be removed. This

transfonnation step is regarded trivial. so let us immediately present the resulting algorithm :
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Algorithm 8 (action only)

action:

S, cire := <>, false; for C.tl: C.tl E W ~ PUSHeS, C.tl) rof;

for x: x E OB ~ marlc.(x) :=frof;

do S "# <> A -. circ

~ Let x : x =TOP(S) ;

mark(x) :=v;

if (Ai: I SiS length (args(x» :marlc.(args(x)· i)=e)

~ val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x))) ;

marlc.(x) := e ;

do S "# <> cand marlc.(TOp(S» = e ~ S := POP(S) od

[] -.(Ai : IS is length(args(x»: marlc.(args(x)· i)=e)

~ Let Y : Y = subset (rng(args(x» \ {y I mark(y)=e} ) ;

for y : y E Y~ PUSHeS, y) ;

if mark(y) "# v ~ skip 0mark(y) = v ~ eire := bUe fi

rof
fi

od

o

If we choose in algorithm 8 for the subset-operator the identity function, i.e. impose the restric

tion

"During an unsuccessful visit to x all of x's arguments that have not been evaluated are
traced from x.",

then we essentially obtain the algorithm presented in [Jal83].

3.3.3 Excluding circularities

For all remaining algorithms we suppose the following restriction to hold true :

Restriction C. None of the objects contained in depeW) depends on itself.

o
(Nb: It should be noted here that restriction C is imposed only for the sake of brevity. If desired,

the circularity detection method introduced in this section could be carried along in all algorithms

still to follow.)

Also, in deriving further algorithms, we start again from algorithm 5 (Section 3.2).
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3.4 Restricting the size of W

Imposing the following problem detail on algorithm 5 :

Restriction E. The set W of wanted objects contains exactly one object.

o

For convenience, the only object in W will be referred to by always calling it z :

Notational convention 3.5. In all algorithms meeting restriction E, the letter z is used

exclusively to denote the object in W.

o

The restriction imposed here is not as drastic as it may seem: Using a small (and obviously

correctness preserving) transformation we shall show how all of our future algorithms meeting

restriction E can be made to work equally well if this restriction is dropped; see Section 3.8.

In fact, the resulting algorithm then reflects the way in which most demand driven algorithms

(known from literature) deal with a set W containing more than one element.

(In this context it should be noted that the advantage of using demand driven algorithms, viz. that

no objects except useful ones (for W) are evaluated, gradually disappears of W grows: one m.ay

expect the number of useful objects to grow also.

Thus, demand driven algorithms are of particular interest if the size of W is limited to a few

objects.)

Enforcing restriction E only amounts to a change of notation, and we obtain (from algorithm 5) :

Algvrithm9 [CE·MDV]

var: U : set of objects, S : stack,of objects,

val: OB~ (U V : V E Q: V)

post: R9: U =dep( {z} ) /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

inv: P9 == 1'9.0/\ P9.1/\ P9.2, where

P9.0: {z} ~ U U rng(S) ~ dep( {z} ) /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

P9.1 : U =dom(val)

P9.2: S =<> cor TOP(S) ~ U

action:

U, S := 0, <> ; PUSH(S, z) ; {P9}

doS :i=<>

~ Let x :x = TOP(S) ;
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if rng(args(x» ~ U -+ val(x) :=func(x) (VAL(args(x») ;

U :=U u {x};

do S *<> cand TOP(S) E U

-+ S := POP(S)

od

o.....,(rng(args(x»~ U) -+ Let Y : Y =subset (rng(args(x» \ U) ;

for y : y E Y -+ PUSH(S, y) rof

fi {P9}

od {R9}

o

3.5 Restricting the tracing of objects

Impose the following restriction:

Restriction T. With an unsuccessful visit to an object exactly one of its argwnents it

traced.

o

This restriction does not require the introduction of new variables; it is accomplished simply by

replacing:

Let Y : Y =subset (rng(args(x»\U);l . •

for y : y E Y -+ PUSH(S, y) rof r
Let y : y E rng(args(x» \ U ; PUSH(S, y)

Due to this replacement, three additional invariants can shown to hold. Firstly:

P9.3 : (Ai: 1:5 i < length(S): S· (i +l)~S· i),

the invariance of which is obvious. (Note however that, as for the initialization to establish P9.3,

we make use of detail E (Section 3.4.).)

Secondly:

P9.4: (Ai, j : 1:5 i <j:51ength(S): S· i ,*S· j),

which follows immediately from P9.3 and the fact that dep( {z}) is acyclic (i.e.

(Ax :XE dep( {z}) :.....,(x~ x»), namely:
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(Ai: IS i < length(S) :S· (i+1)~S· i)

~ {transitivity of~ }

(Ai,j: 1::; i <j::; length(S): S· j~ S· i)

~ { rng(S) ~ dep ( {z} ) A dep( {Z} ) acyclic}

(Ai,j : 1::; i < j::; length(S) : S· i *S • j).

And thirdly:

P9.5 : rng(S) r. U =((),
namely: IfS =< > then the validity ofP9.5 is obvious; otherwise we derive from P9.3 and P9.2 :

(Ai: 1::; i < length(S): S· (i+1) ~S· i) A TOP(S) ~ U

~ { transitivity of~ }

(Ai,j: 1::; i <j::; length(S) :S· j~ S· i) A TOP(S) ~ U

~ { fix j at length(S) }

(Ai: 1::; i < length (S) :TOP(S)~ S· i) A TOP(S) ~ U

~ { U self-contained }

(Ai: 1::; i < length(S): S· i ~ U)

= { }
rng(S) r. U =(() .

On account of P9.5 invariant 1'9.2 becomes trivially satisfied. For the final algorithm invariants

P9.3 and 1'9.4 will be omitted, and, finally, P9.4 and P9.5 together enable us to make an addi

tional replacement. 1berefor observe that P9.4 implies TOP(S) ~ rng(pOP(S» and consider

statement "U:= U U {x}" (where x =TOP(S» with annotation as follows:

{ rng(S) n U =(() A TOP(S) ~ rng(POP(S» }

{ rng(POP(S» n (U v {TOP(S) }) = (() }
U:=Uu{x}

{ rng(POP(S» n U =(() }
The last assertion acts as a precondition to the inner do-loop

"do S *<> cand TOP(S) E U ~ S := POP(S) od", hence replacement

do S *< > cand TOP(S) E U ~ S := POP(S) od H S := POP(S)

(Le.: execution of the loop amount to one step only) is in order.

Thus, we obtain:
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Algorithm 10. [CE·MDVT]

var: U : set of objects, S : stack of objects

val: OB r (UV:Ve Q:V)

post: RIO: U =dep({z}) A U consistent w.r.t. val

inv: PIO == PIO.O A PIO.l A PIO.2, where

PIO.O: {z} ~ U U rng(S) ~ dep({z}) A U consistent w.r.t. val

PIO.l : U =dom(val)

PIO.2 : rng(S) n U =0

action:

U, S :=0, <>; PUSHeS, z); {PIO}

do S;t: < >

--+ Let x : x =TOP(S) ;

if rng(args(x» !: U --+ val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x))) ;

U,S :=Uu {x} ,POpeS)

I] -.(rng(args(x» l:; U) --+ Let y : y e rng(args(x»\U ;

PUSHeS, y)

fi {PIO}

od {RIO}

o

The reader is invited to compare this algorithm with algorithm 4 (Subsection 3.1.1.).

3.6 Removing the final nondeterminism

In this section a number of restrictions on algorithm 10 are imposed simultaneously. The reason

for this is twofold:

i) the restrictions concerned are closely related.

ii) together the restrictions give rise to a compact algorithm that can be used as a basis for

further transformations.

The restrictions have in common the fact that they all deal with actions that are only implicitly

visible in algorithm 10; in fact they intend to make these actions more explicit.

Consider the guards of the if-clause :

rng(args(x» l;; U resp. -'(rng(args(x»~ U) .

To determine which one of these conditions holds true (i.e. whether the visit to x will be success

ful respectively unsuccessful) arguments of x may be checked on membership of U one by one
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until either aU of them are checked (successful visit) or an object is encountered that is not con

tained in U (unsuccessful visit). The following restriction makes this process explicit:

Restriction HO: Determining whether a visit to x is successful respectively unsuccessful is

accomplished by checking the arguments of x one by one until either aU of them are checked or

one is encountered that is not yet contained in U.

o

Suppose the visit is unsuccessful. Then an object must be searched for to be traced in statement

"Lety : y E rng(args(x»\U". The following restriction gives a particular implementation for this

statement:

Restriction H1: In the case of an unsuccessful visit to x. the object to be traced is the argu
ment ofx that was found not to be in U during the inspection process specified in restriction HO.

D

Restriction HI links the inspection process and the tracing process. However. due to the non

determinism still contained in the order of inspecting objects. the combined inspector/tracer is

still nondeterministic. This is resolved by imposing

Restriction H2. Arguments of x are traced in the order of their appearance in the sequence

args(x).

o

We shall now present as algorithm 10* the algorithm derived from algorithm 10 by imposing res

trictions HO. HI and H2 simultaneously. This algorithm requires only the introduction of a local

integer variable i.

Convention 3.6. For the remainder of this thesis we draw the convention that a constant

function m : mE (OB~ IN) exists such. that for aU x: x E OB m(x) = length (args(x». This to

save ourselves a lot of writing.

o

It is not difficult to see that. apart form PIO.0 through PIO.2. the following holds invariantly true

for algorithm 10* :

For all n. Yl • Y2 • ...• y,. such that n ~ 0 and S =91 .Y2 • ... •y,.> :
(Ai: IS i <n:

(Ej: IS jS m (Yi) :Yi+l =args(Yi)·j /\ (Alc : IS k <j: args(Yi)· k E U»

)

which is in fact nothing more than a formalization of restriction H2.
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Algorithm 10*. (action only)

action:

U, S :=0, <>; PUSHeS, z);

doS *<>

~ Let x : x =TOP(S) ;

i := 1 ;

{invariant Q : (Aj: 1'5. j < i : args(x)· j E U) 1\ 1'5. i'5. m (x) + 1 }

do i *m(x) + 1 cand args(x)· i E U ~ i := i + 1 od;

{ (i =m(x)+ 1corargs(x)· i E U) 1\ (Aj: 1'5. j < i : args(x)· j E U) }

if i = m (x) + 1~ val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x») ;

U, S := U u {x}, POP(S)

o i *m(x)+ 1~ PUSH(S, args(x)·i)

fi

od

o

There is a time-inefficiency in the above algorithm. Suppose that during a visit to x the object

args(x)·iO is traced for some iO : 1'5. iO '5. m(x). Then apparently

(Aj: 1'5. j < iO: args(x)· j E U)

holds. Since "being in U" is a stable predicate for objects this condition will still hold during fol

lowing visits to x (if any), Le. the objects {args(x)' j I l'5.j < iO} are no candidates for tracing

during any following visit to x and don't have to be considered anymore. This is the purpose of

Restriction H3. Arguments of x that are found to be in U during some visit to x are not

considered during any following visit to x.

o

The enforcement of restriction H3 requires an overhead of one integer variable per object. There

for introduce function k : k E (OB~ IN) with interpretation

For all objects x, args(x)' k(x) it the argument of x to be considered first during the next

visit to x, if 1 '5. k (x) '5. m(x). If k (x) =m(x) + 1 then no argument of x will ever be con

sidered (either because x E U or because x has no arguments at all).

As additional invariants, according to this interpretation, we maintain:

PlO.3 : (Ax:x E OB: 1'5. k(x)'5. m(x)+I)

PIO.4 : (Ax:x E OB: (Ai: 1'5. i <k(x): args(x)· i E U);

and it is also easy to see that the following holds :
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PI0.5 : For all n, Y1, Yz, ... 'Y/I such that n ~ 0 and S =<Yl ,Yz, ... , Y/I> :

a) (Ai: IS i <n :k(yj):;t:m(yj)+ 1)

b) (Ai: IS i < n: args(yj)' k(yj)=Yj+l)

If we let letter H denote the conjunction of HO, HI, H2 and H3 then the resulting (and final) algo

rithm reads:

Algorithm 11. [EC·MDVTH]

var: U : set of objects, S : stack of objects

k : OB ~ IN , val : OB r (U V : V E Q: V)

post: Rll : U = dep( {z} ) /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

inv: Pl1.0, ILl, 11.2: asPIO.0, 10.1, 10.2

P11.3 , 11.4, 11.5 : as PIO.3, 10.4, 10.5

action:

U, S :=12', <>; PUSH(S, z);

for x : x E OB ~ k(x) := 1 rof; {P11}

doS:;t: <>

~ Let x : x = TOP(S) ;

do k(x) :;t:m(x) + 1 cand args(x). k(x) E U

~ k(x) := k(x) + 1

od;

if k (x) =m (x) + 1~ val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x») ;

U, S := U u {x}, POP(S)

ok(x):;t: m(x) + 1~ PUSH(S, args(x)· k(x»

fi {Pll}

od {R11}

o

3.7 Changing the representation ofS: the DSW-idea

The Deutsch-Schorr-Waite (DSW)-idea [S&W67] embodies a way to represent the stack S

(almost) without any space-oveIhead.

It does not bring about a reduction of nondetenninism (which would be impossible anyhow in the

case of algorithm 11), and it can be used only if dep( {z} ) contains no circularly dependent

objects. The idea is based on the invariant property:
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PI 1.5 : For all n , Y I, ... 'YII such that S =<Y I, ... 'YII> and n ~ 0 :

a) (Ai: 1~ i <n : k (Yi)~m (Yi) +1)

b) (Ai: l~ i <n: args(Yi)- k(Yi)=Yi+l)

For stack S as in Pl1.5, property (b) will be depicted as

Figure 0

That is, the dotted arrow from Yl to yz symbolizes the fact that args(YI)- k(YI) =Yz, and so on.

Now the DSW-idea is, that by changing ("reversing") the contents of ar,gS(Yi)- k(Yi) for

i : 1~ i < n and introducing two variables p and q the configuration of figure 0 can be

transformed without loss of information into that of

(0+---(0+--- ..... +---8 (0
I I

q p

Figure 1

That is, args(Yz)- k(yz) =Y .. and so on. Note that the contents ofYlI's argument-list has not been

changed.

Variable q refers to YII_I and variable p refers to YII'

To be able to deal with the cases n = 0 and n = 1 we introduce two additional variables Yo and

Y-I that are both equal to nil, nil being a dummy object outside OB. For later use we also remark

that args(y I)- k(y I) equals nil whenever n ~ 2 (Le. S contains more than one Object), although

this doesn't show in figure 1.

The configuration of figure 1 has the advantage over that of figure 0 that stack S has become

superfluous : The operations on S can be expressed in terms of the variables p and q and the con

tents of args(Yi)' k(Yi) , i : 1~ i ~ n.

Before the DSW-idea can be expressed fonnally, one problem still has to be solved. Comparing

figure 1 with figure 0 one can see that the argument-values of the objects Y1, ... 'YII-l have

been changed, whereas up till now we have assumed that (for an object x) args(x) is a constant

sequence of objects.

Simply turning args(x) into a variable sequence is not allowed, as it may influence the evaluation

process and lead to wring results. Therefore we shall go about as follows:

Introduce an additional variable functions args' : args' E (OB.-+OB*) and make sure that ini

tially
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(Ax:XE OB:args'(x)=args(x»

holds. To express the DSW-idea (as shown in figure 1) assignments to p, q and the sequences

args'(x) are then added to algorithm 11. (Which does not affect the latter's correctness.) In the

resulting algorithm (algorithm 11*) it will be shown that

i) each time when (an element of) a sequence args(x) is addressed the relation

args'(x) =args(x) hold true, and

ii)the final value of each sequence args'(x) equals args(x);

from which it follows that we may just as well remove args from the algorithm and use args'

instead. Stated differently:

We could have saved ourselves the trouble of introducing the notion args' altogether by

using args (made variable!) right away.

(Which justifies the statement made earlier, viz. that the DSW-idea embodies a way to represent S

without any space-overhead.)

Then, finally algorithm 12 is obtained by actually removing args and S from algorithm 11*,

which concludes the transformation-step.

Intermediate remarks

1) The requirement that the final value of args' should be equal to that of args -see (ii) above

stems from the fact that args appears implicitly in the postcondition, namely in the

definition of consistency. A permanent change of the sequence args(x) -made variable, as

was the ultimate goal- for some object x would give the statement

U consistent w.r.t. val

in the postcondition a different purport.

2) The attentive reader may have been wondering whether the configuration of figure 0 could

also be changed into

®~---®~--- ~---8~---®

I
p

Figure 2

instead of figure 1, thereby saving variable q. The reason for not doing so is manyfold:

a) Observe from Pl1.5 (a) that k (Yn) may be equal to m (Yn) + 1, in which case it is

impossible to postulate that args(Yn)' k(YlI) =Yn-l, as the dotted arrow in figure 2

indicates.
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b) Besides, if k(YlI) were different from m(YlI) + I, the question remains how we could

ever restore the original value of args(YII)· k (YII)' as it is apparently lost.

c) Since YII =TOP(S) holds, the sequence args(YlI) is frequently addressed in the algo
rithms, and in view of requirement (i) above we better make sure that args(YlI) has its

original value.

3) The application of the DSW-idea depends critically on the fact that no object in dep( (z})

depends on itself (hence, all objects in S are different). See what may happen otherwise; for

instance consider

CD
1~o 0)
'--/'

A possible stack-configuration (compare figure 0) is

0---~0 ----~0 -----.0 ----~0

args(z)·k(z)=y, args(y)·k(y)=x

args(x)· k(x) =Y

with corresponding configuration according to the DSW-idea

0~----0~----0~---0 0
I I
q p

Apparently args(y)· k(y) =x and args(y)· key) =z; hence x =z, a contradiction.

o

Inspired by figure I, we formulate the relations between the old variables and the new ones

(args' ,p , q) as follows:

PI1.6: Let V , n , Y1 ,Yz, ... 'YII be such that

n;;:: 0, S =91' Yz, ... 'YlI> , V ={Yi I lSi < n} ;

Let Yo andY-l denote nil.

Then:

a) P =YII

b) q =YlI-1
c) (Ai: IS i <n :args'(yj)· k(yj)=Yj-l)
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d) (Ax,j:xEVl\l~j~m(x):

j ¢k(x) ~ args'(x)· j =args(x)· j)

e) (Ax:XE OB\V:args'(x)=args(x»

(Note: Due to the absence of circularities, the implication in PI 1.6 (d) may be replaced by an

equivalence. To see this, use PI 1.5 (b), PI 1.6 (c) and the fact that all elements ofS are different.)

Assignments to args' ,p and q are now added in algorithm 11 in such a way that Pl1.6 is

satisfied:

i) Initialization:

U, S :=0, <>; PUSH(S,z) H
U, S ,p, q := 0, < >, z, nil ; PUSH(S,z);

for x : x E OB ~ args'(x) := args(x) rof

ii) The iIUler dO-loop does not affect Pl1.6 as its precondition implies x =p, hence x ~ V.

iii) Consider"U , S := U u {x} , POP(S)" and observe that PI 1.5 and PI 1.6 hold as a precon

dition to it. Also S ¢ <>, hence p ¢ nil. Now distinguish between the case that S contains

only one object, i.e. q =nil, and the case that S contains more than one object (q ¢ nil).

In the former case V is empty and will remain so, hence parts (c), (d) and (e) are not

affected, and neither is (b) as Yo =Y-I =nil. Part (a) is restored by assigning nil to p. In the

latter case, q is removed from V. Hence V shrinks and parts (c), (d) remain valid. Part (e)

can be restored by making args'(q) equal to args(q). Using (d) this is accomplished already

by assigning args(q)·k(q) to args' (q)·k(q), where args(q)·k(q)=p according to PI 1.5

(b) and Pll.6 (a), (b). Finally parts (a) and (b) are restored by assigning q to p respectively

assigning to q the object "below" q (which may be nil), I.e. args'(q). k(q) according to

Pl1.6 (c). All in all we arrive at the addition

U , S := U u {x}, POP(S) H
U , S := U u {x}, POP(S) ;

if q = nil ~ p := nil

Dq ¢nil ~ p, q, args'(q). k(q) :=q, args'(q)· k(q), p

fi

iv) As for the operation PUSH(S, args(x)· k(x» we remark that it amounts to an extension of V

with x (or: p); Therefore PI 1.6 (e) remains valid. Part (d) is not falsified either and part (c)

can be restored by assigning to args'(x)· k(x) the value Yn-I, which is equal to q by part (b).

Also, P (=Yn) must be assigned to q to restore (b). Finally, tIp := args(x)· k(x)" restores (a),

but since x ~ V we may also write tIp := args'(x)· k(X)" on account of (e).

lnsummary :
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PUSH(S, args(x)· k(x» l-+
PUSH(.f, args(x)· k(x» ;

p, q, args'(x)· k(x) := args'(x)· k(x), P , q

The resulting algorithm is :

Algorithm 11* (action only)

action:

U t S ,p , q := 0, <> t z, nil; PUSH(S, z) ;

for x : x E OB -+ args'(x) := args(x) ; k(x) := 1 rof;

doS ¢ <>

-+ Let x : x =TOP(S) ;

dok(x)¢m(x)+ 1candargs(x)·k(x)E U

-+ k(x) := k(x) + 1

od;

if k(x) = m(x) + 1 -+ val(x) := !unc(x)(VAL(args(x»);

U,S :=Uv {xl ,POP(S);

if q= nil -+ P := nil

oq ¢ nil -+ P , q t args'(q). k(q) :=

q, args' (q)' k(q), P

Ii

ok(x) ¢m(x) + 1 -+ PUSH(S, args(x)· k(x»;

p, q, args'(x)·k(x) := args'(x)·k(x) , p , q

fi

od

o

First of all we show (as promised earlier) that the final value of args'(x) equals args(x) for all

x : x E OB, namely: At tennination of algorithm 11* the assertion S =< > holds. Therefore the

set VofPl1.6 is empty and by PI 1.6 (e):

(Ax: x E OB : args'(x)=args(x»

holds true.

Next, by making use of Pll.6, stack S and args(x) will be removed from algorithm 11* :

Stack S is used only in guard S ¢ <> and statement "Let x : x :;: TOP(S)". On account of Pll.6 ,

especially part (a), S :;: < > is equivalent with p :;: nil, thus the replacement

do S ¢ <> l-+ do p ¢ nil

is a legal one.

As for statement "Let x : x :;: TOP(S)" observe (P11.6, S ¢ < » that p :;: TOP(S) holds at that

stage, so we could replace Let x : x :;: TOP(S) l-+ Let x : x =p. However, it is easy to see that

x :;: p holds whenever x is used, so we can go even further by replacing x by p whenever it occurs.
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This makes the let-statement superfluous:

Let x : x =TOP(S) H skip

Now consider expression "args(x)· k(x) E U" in the guard of the inner do-loop. It was shown

already that this loop does not violate Pl1.6 whatsoever (see addition (ii) above). That is, each

time the expression is evaluated Pll.6 holds. In addition x ~ V holds and hence

args(x)· k(x) =args'(x)· k(x) by PI 1.6 (e).

This justifies

do k (x) *m(x) + 1 cand args(x)· k(x) E U H
do k(x) *m(x) + 1 cand args'(x)· k(x) E U

On similar grounds as above we can replace

val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args(x))) H
val(x) := func(x) (VAL(args'(x)))

What remains is the for-statement during initialization, but that may be omitted : Now we have

shown that it is allowed to use args (when made variable) in our algorithm we assume -just like

before- that it is correctly initialized beforehand and as such a datum to our algorithm.

Before giving the final algorithm of this transfoonation some words should be devoted to the way

stack S is removed from the invariants. Up till now it has been possible to rewrite the invariants

(containing the redundant variables) in teons of new variables using the relation between the old

and the new variables. In the case of Pll.6, however, this is impossible as the new variables

(p, q, args') are expressed in teons of the "internal structure" of S (viz. the Yi) instead of in teons

of S itself. To keep track of this internal structure of S is "removed" by putting a large existential

quantifierinfrontofit: (ES:S=<Yl,YZ.·" ,y,.>:p=y,./\"').

Algorithm 12 [EC· MDTVHW j

var: U : set of objects, p , q : object

val :,OB~ (UV:VE Q:V)

args : OB --+ OB* , k : OB --+ IN

post: R12.0: U =dep( (z}) /\ U consistent w.r.t. val
,

R12.1: args =args

inv: P12.0: (Ax:xEOB:l~k(x)~m(x)+l)

P12.l: (Ax:x E OB: (Ai: l~ i <k(x): args(x)· i E U))

P12.2: There is a stack of objects S = <Y 1, •.. ,y,.> (n~ 0) such that

P12.2.0: {z} ~ U u rng(S) ~ dep( {z} ) /\ U consistent w.r.t. val

P12.2.1: rng(S) f1 U = 0

P12.2.2: (Ai:l~i<n:k(yi)*m(yi)+l)

P12.2.3: (Ai: l~ i < n: args(Yi)' k(Yi)=Yi+l)

P12.2.4: Let Yo =Y-l = nil ,let V = {Yi 11 ~ i < n} ; then
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PI2.2.4.0: P = YII /\ q = YII-l

PI2.2.4.1: (Ai: 1~ i <n: args'(Yi)' k(Yi)=Yi-l)

PI2.2.4.2: (Ax, j:x E V /\ 1~ j~m(x) :j*k(x) =;>args'(x)· j=args(x)· j)

PI2.2.4.3: (Ax:xE OB\V:args'(x)=args(x»

action: {args' =args }

U , p , q := 0, Z , nil ; for x : x E OB ~ k (x) := 1 rof; {PI2}

dop *nil

~ do k(P) *m(p) + 1 cand args'(P). k(P) E U

~ k(P) := k(P) + 1

od;

if k(P) =m(p) + 1 --+ val(p) :=func(p) (VAL(args'(p»);

U :=U u {P};

if q = nil~ P := nil

oq *nil ~ p, q, args'(q)·k(q):=

q, args'(q). k(q), p

fi

ok(P) *m(p) + 1 --+ p, q, args'(P). k(P):= args'(P). k(P), p, q

fi {PI2"'}

od {R12.0 /\ R12.1 }

o

3.8 Relaxing the size of W

In this section we shall show how algorithms meeting restriction E ("set W contains exactly one

Object") can be made to work for W with larger sizes also. Essentially the idea is to apply the

algorithm meeting restriction E once for each object in W.

To avoid re-evaluation of objects and to prevent already computed object-values from being

thrown away, the set U must of course be initialized only once beforehand.

Now if S is the statement sequence of one of the algorithms meeting restriction E, and S' is the

statement sequence obtained from S by leaving out the initialization of U then the following is the

statement sequence of an algorithm that operates on W with size larger than one, thereby using S':

U:=0;

for co : co E W

~ if 0> E U --+ skip

oco ~ U --+ Z := 0> ; S'

fi

rof

(Nb: As for algorithm 11 (Section 3.6) and algorithm 12 (Section 3.7) the initializlltion of func

tion k may be left as it is or may be done once beforehand; it makes no difference whatsoever.

(Check this.»
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4. Miscellaneous

4.0 On the method of algorithm transformation

In connection with the transformational method (as a tool for the derivation of algorithms) we

remark :

1. The literature seems to lack a thorough treatment of the "rules of the game" allowed with

the various strategies of program transformation (such as: exchanging iteration and recur

sion, imperative and applicative techniques). (Recently a fairly extensive overview has

become available in [Fea87].)

At least for one strategy, viz. changing the representation of data, such a treatment is avail

able in Jookers' Ph.D thesis [Jon82]. As the applicability of this technique is necessarily

limited to algorithms of a fairly constant shape (it uses only local transformations, e.g.

fusion of loops is note covered by it), one may expect to need other strategies as well. (And

indeed, this expectation was confirmed pretty soon in this thesis.)

2. A drawback of the method is that, at a given stage of the derivation, the number of ways to

continue is overwhelming, and it is often far from obvious which way is "the best" in the

sense that -in the end- it allows you to arrive at a desired algorithm and, in addition, that it

does so in a fairly easy way. (In this context it should be noted that the order in which two

restrictions p and q are imposed can be of decisive significance for the complexity of the

resulting transformation steps : imposing p after imposing q may lead to far more complex

transformation steps than imposing them the other way round.)

Also, you are in constant danger of imposing a "wrong" restriction in the sense that it either

blocks the path to a desired solution, or it concerns a problem that turns out to be self

resolving during the rest of the transfonnation process. An example of both can be found in

this paper; namely consider the act of tracing an object, first introduced (together with the

subset-operator) in Subsection 3.1.1 (see in particular terminology convention 3.3).

As long as we have algorithms operating on set W' the tracing is done via statement

W' := W' u subset (rng (args (x» \ U) .

Two viable restrictions now appear :

i) The statement above has no effect if objects are traced that are already contained in

W' , so we may just as well write
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w' := w' u subset (rng(args (x» \ (U u w» (1)

as an equivalent fonn.

However, this decision has a dramatic impact when W' is transfonned in stack S

sometime later on (Section 3.2) : Statement (1) above must then be rewritten as

Let Y : Y=subset (rng(args(x» \ (U u rng(S»)

in algorithm 4*.

Apart from the problem this poses because only TOP(S) can be inspected, the draw

back of this strategy is that it excludes tennination altogether in certain cases; con

sider for instance example 3.4 : going from situation (b) to situation (c) is then impos

sible and hence the algorithm never tenninates (although object x, needed for evalua

tion ofy, is in S, it is unreachable).

ii) It is reasonable to demand that each argument of an object x is traced at most once

from x (see tenninology convention 3.3 for this notion).

This objective can be accomplished by introducing per object x a set T(x) that con

tains the arguments of x that still may be traced and by always choosing arguments

from T(x) \ U instead of rng(args(x» \ V; Le. replace

Let Y : Y =subset (rng(args(x» \ U) l-+
Let Y : Y=subset (T(x) \ U) ; T(x) := T(x) \ Y

However, the condition that each argument of x is traced only once from x is automat

ically established later on; without proof we mention that it holds from (and includ

ing) algorithm 6 onwards.

From point 2 above we draw the conclusion that, in order to be able to apply the transfonnational

method in a way that is not too time-consuming one must know (or at least: about know) what

kind of algorithms one is aiming at. When trying to classify a number of known algorithms this

condition is fulfilled, but for the actual derivation of a new algorithm this may be diffetent; and

-in view of our experiences- in any case the conclusion is justified that application Of the transfor

mational method requires a considerable amount of backtracking.

4.1 On related work concerning attribute evaluation

Below we briefly mention three papers known from literature concerning classification of attri

bute evaluation algorithms and attribute grammars.

. i) In [Fil83] File gives an hierarchy of eight tree-walking evaluators. A tree walking evaluator

is an evaluation algorithm that takes as input a derivation tree of the attribute grammar and

tries to evaluate (all ot) the attributes of this tree by visiting the nodes of the tree one by one

(where repeated visits to a node are allowed). During the visit to a node the evaluator then

evaluates some of the attributes of that node.
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File now starts off with an algorithm that is frcc to detennine

- the order in which neighboring nodes are visited (no jumps in the tree are allowed).

- the attributes of a node to be evaluated during a particular visit to that node.

By limiting these two sorts of freedom File then arrives at eight types of tree-walking

evaluators.

Next these evaluators are used to define classes of attribute grammars: An attribute gram

mar is of type X if the evaluator of type X can perfonn attribute evaluation for each deriva

tion tree of this grammar.

As an important result it is then shown how the classes of attribute grammars thus obtained

are related to each other : For some classes this relation is the strict containment of one

class in another class, while other classes turn out to be incomparable with each other.

The relevance of File's work in connection with the work started in this thesis is, that

maybe the eight types of evaluators tum out to fit naturally in the hierarchy whose develop

ment was started here.

ii) In [Eng84] Engelfriet gives a considerable amount of attribute evaluation strategies known

from literature. These strategies are of all different kinds, such as tree-walking evaluators

and applicative evaluation methods. Little or no effort is made to relate strategies to each

other; merely their existence is mentioned.

iii) In [DJL85/86], Vol. I an approach similar to that of Engelfriet can be found, be it that the

relation of evaluators to the classes of attribute grammars they can handle is pointed out

more precisely; and even, evaluators are ordered via the growing complexity of these

classes.

The relevance of (ii) and (iii) for this thesis is, that a number of strategies already known are

listed. These strategies should be made to fit in our resulting hierarchy. In view of the last para

graph of Section 4.0, knowing what one is aiming at is important if one is to use the transfonna

tional method.
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